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Stimuli responsive polymer assemblies have been long investigated for drug 
application due to their flexibility for surface functionalization to achieve desired 
interfacial property and capability of acting as a host for payloads encapsulation.  These 
interfacial and host-guest properties are very critical and need to be customized really 
depending on nature of cargos and specific delivery application. More importantly, these 
properties are always desired to be adaptable in different environments. For instance, 
adjustable interfacial property can facilitate the carrier to overcome a variety of different 
barriers before it reach the target while changeable host-guest property allows to 
selectively releasing the payload in targets.  This dissertation mainly focuses on 
investigating the correlation between these microscopic properties of polymer assembly 
and the custom-designed polymer structures. Guided by understanding from this 
structure-property investigation, we aim on manipulating the polymer assembly using 
rationally designed stimuli-responsiveness as a handle to achieve desirable interfacial and 
host-guest properties that are potentially useful for specific drug delivery application. We 
believe the fundamental findings from this dissertation have potential to profoundly 
 
viii 
impact a broad spectrum of drug delivery fields including multistage delivery (chapter 3), 
combinational delivery (chapter 4), hydrophobic drug delivery (chapter 2), and 
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Adapted with permission from Zhuang, J.; Gordon, M.; Ventura, J.; Li, L.; 
Thayumanavan, S. Multi-stimuli Responsive Macromolecules and Their Assemblies, 
Chem. Soc. Rev. 2013, 42, 7421-7435. Copyright © 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.  
Responsive polymers, lipids, dendrimers, and other macromolecules that are 
capable of adapting to changes in the local environment have produced tremendous 
interest in recent literature, driven by the exponentially increasing demand for 
“intelligent” materials. Owing to advances in high fidelity transformations such as 
“click chemistry”, and controlled polymerization techniques such as reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT), atom transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP), nitroxide mediated radical polymerization (NMP), and ring-
opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP), numerous well-defined materials with 
stimuli-responsive characteristics have been synthesized for explorations in both 
fundamental and applied science-5  The range of potential applications for these 
materials include catalysis, smart interfaces, tissue engineering, biosensor, diagnostics 
and drug delivery among others. Several review articles have highlighted investigations 
of stimuli-responsive polymers and their response mechanism in single-stimulus 
systems.6 In comparison, multi-stimuli responsive polymers and macromolecules that 
are sensitive to two or more stimuli are synthetically challenging, but are materials of 
emerging interest. Nonetheless, multifaceted responsiveness could greatly enhance the 
versatility of these materials in a variety of applications.  
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This chapter attempts to outline the design principles that underlie polymer-
based stimuli responsive materials with stimuli responsive capabilities. The rather 
simplified “design rule” is that  one can simply incorporate functional groups that 
respond to different stimuli into the polymeric system.  A main requirement is that these 
moieties, which are responsive to physical, chemical, or biological stimuli, be mutually 
compatible in the polymer, both synthetically and functionally.  The response to these 
stimuli could be structural or functional.  The structural responses have often involved 
phase transformations, assembly formations or disassembly.  The functional responses 
have involved molecular release, solubility variations, or color/fluorescence changes.  
The investigations that led to our current understanding, have provided valuable insights 
into these  “design rules”. Guided by these, custom-designed sitmuli responsive 
polymers have the potential to profoudly influence a broad spectrum of fields including 
surface science, sensing, tissue engineering, and drug delivery.  In this chapter, the 
recent advances will be classfied into non-crosslinked polymer assembly and cross-
linked polymer assembly and discussed accordingly. 
1.1 Stimuli Responsive Non-Crosslinked Polymer Assembly 
In this section, I attempt to highlight the recent advances in the development of 
stimuli responsive macromolecules and their applications. This area is diverse, not only 
in the types of materials used, but also in the nature of the stimulus.  Considering this 
diversity, stimuli are classified into three broadly-defined categories: physical, 
chemical, and biological, and this chapter has been organized using this classification. 
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1.1.1 Physical Stimuli Responsive Polymer Assembly 
Prominent examples of physical stimuli include temperature and light. 
Temperature responsive materials have been among the most studied stimuli-responsive 
materials for several decades due to their ability to change features such as solubility, 
conformation and hydrophobic/hydrophilic balance, which have a potential for a variety 
of applications.8 Polymers that undergo hydrophilic-hydrophobic phase transitions are 
of great interest for researchers who have taken advantage of these transitions to 
promote the formation, transformation or deformation of aggregates in response to 
varied temperature. Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) is among these “smart” 
materials that has been of great interest, since the temperature at which it undergoes its 
phase transition, the so-called lower critical solution temperature (LCST), falls close to 
that of the human body.9 Below its LCST, PNIPAM exists as an expanded coil state 
forming hydrogen bonds with water molecules, however upon heating above its LCST 
this polymer becomes more hydrophobic collapsing to a globular state (Scheme 1.1).   
 
 
Scheme 1.1 Illustration of LCST behavior of PNIPAM 
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Besides LCST, the upper critical solution temperature (UCST) is another 
property which relates to phase separation that has been considered in material designs. 
The UCST occurs upon cooling when the unfavorable enthalpic effect becomes 
dominant, and above which the components of a solution are miscible. 
Polysulfobetaines and polyoxazolines are among the polymers that possess UCST 
behavior. Interestingly, polymers composed of units exhibiting LCST and UCST have 
been used to tune the thermoresponsive phase behavior and reversible self-assembly of 
the polymers.10,11   
A recent report illustrates an interesting example of a two-stage thermal 
transition of polymer chains, leading to the formation of a stable core-shell micellar 
structure.12   In this work, the authors take advantage of the relationship between 
oligoethylene glycol chain length and temperature sensitivity.  It was found that the 
short side chains of this copolymer collapsed at 27 °C, and upon further heating formed 
stable colloidal dispersions in solution (Scheme 1.2). Polymers with the unique 
capability to undergo phase separation have been one of the largest classes of 
responsive materials studied for decades. A variety of applications have been 
envisioned including drug delivery and tissue engineering, depending on whether they 
exhibit LCST and UCST behavior.13  
 
Scheme 1.2  Two-stage thermally induced aggregation process 
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Light, another physical stimulus, has been studied in combination with 
temperature to synergistically manipulate materials’ properties for nearly two 
decades.14-17  Chromophores that undergo structural isomerization, cyclization and ring-
opening upon irradiation of light at a certain wavelength, are responsible for the light 
responsiveness of such polymers. Some of these photoinduced transformations can be 
reverted, upon exposure to light at a different wavelength. Azobenzene is a prominent 
example of a chromophore that undergoes a rapid trans-to-cis photoisomerization upon 
irradiation.  When the azobenzene moiety is incorporated in a polymer, trans-to-cis 
photoisomerization results in an increase in the dipole moment and consequently an 
increase in the LCST of the polymer chain.18 The same pattern was observed when 
different amounts of the chromophore salicylideneaniline, also known to isomerize 
from the enol into the keto form upon exposure to UV light, were conjugated directly to 
the polymer backbone (see Scheme 1.3).19     
 
Scheme 1.3  Photoisomerization of azobenzene and salicylideneaniline 
Other popular photoresponsive moieties include coumarin, o-nitrobenzyl groups, 
fulgimides and spiropyran.20,21  Coumarin is a benzopyrone molecule that can be 
crosslinked and decrosslinked upon irradiation at different wavelengths. Ortho-
nitrobenzyl groups are cleaved upon irradiation, while fulgimides and spiropyran are 
photochromic molecules that undergo photoisomerization.  For further information 
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regarding these moieties and temperature/light responsive polymeric materials, we refer 
the readers to a recently published review. 22 
Temperature and light are physical stimuli that have been widely employed in 
the design and preparation of responsive materials. These stimuli have been combined 
in order to transform a polymeric material upon exposure to a specific environment. 
These materials could be useful in biomedical applications and it would be interesting 
to explore different multi-stimuli responsive functionalities and combinations, to 
broaden the diversity of stimuli-responsive polymers.  The biggest challenge in this 
field however is engineering the polymers such that the photoresponsive units can 
undergo transformations at near-IR wavelengths, while the thermal responsive units 
transform at physiologically relevant temperatures.  Also, it is essential that the 
polymeric structures themselves are biocompatible.  
1.1.2 Chemical Stimuli Responsive Polymer Assembly  
Among current chemically responsive drug delivery systems, pH and redox 
potential changes are two popular stimuli employed to trigger sharp changes in the 
properties of a material. The difference in local pH values among various tissues and 
cellular compartments has frequently been the inspiration for designing delivery 
vehicles with pH-responsiveness for extracelluar or intracellular drug delivery. 23,24 
Redox-sensitive nanoparticles are also interesting because of the presence of higher 
levels of glutathione (GSH) in cancer cells compared to healthy cells.25  Also in human, 
micromolar concentrations of GSH are found in the blood plasma, whereas GSH 
concentrations are around 10 mM in the cytosol. The GSH concentrations of some of 
the cancer cells have been shown to be even higher.26  Drug delivery vehicles 
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containing disulfide functionalities, which can take advantage of this concentration 
difference, have been explored.27,28 Drug delivery vehicles based on disulfide 
functionalities can potentially facilitate extracellular stability and intracellular release of 
the encapsulated drug molecules. 
While polymeric drug delivery vehicles that are designed to respond to single 
pH or redox stimulus have been extensively investigated, carriers that can respond to 
both pH and redox stimuli are more scarce. However, a dual responsive system is more 
intriguing, and promising in efficacy and selectivity, because of the expected multi-
responsiveness in the tumor extracellular environment and intracellular compartments.  
 
Scheme 1.4 RPAE-PEG micelle dissociation triggered by changing pH and DTT 
A recent work reports on a polymer based micelle that exhibits dual sensitivity 
to pH and redox changes, as shown in Scheme 1.4.29 At pH > 7, copolymers based on 
reducible poly(β-amino ester)s (RPAE), which contain disulfide bonds in the polymer 
backbone and acid sensitive tertiary amines, and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), can self-
assemble into stable micelles. In these micelles, the hydrophobic RPAE are buried in 
the core, while the hydrophilic PEG are solvated at the outer shell. The protonation of 
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teriary amines located in RPAE at pH below 6.5 convert the polymer backbones from 
hydrophobic to hydrophilic, disrupting the hydrophilic-lipophilic balance in the micelles 
and leading to disassembly. In addition, the triggered dissociation of RPAE-PEG 
micelles was demonstrated as a result of the degradation of disulfide bonds present in 
the RPAE backbone.  The encapsulated anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) can be 
released from the micelles in either an acidic or a concentrated dithiothreitol (DTT) 
solution. More importantly, DOX release from the micelles was much faster under 
highly reductive and acidic conditions. 
However, most researchers still focus on the design of carriers that respond to 
pH and redox, despite the fact that it is impossible to find one position in the tumor 
environment, where the pH is low and the GSH concentration is high. It may be 
difficult to improve the drug release efficacy of the nanocarriers by combining pH and 
redox stimuli. More effort should be required to design systems that would make full 
use of both pH and redox stimuli from the targeted sites.   
For that reason, the dual pH and redox responsive polyplex carriers for enhanced 
intracellular delivery of plasmid DNA (pDNA) may provide a new insight for the 
development of dual chemical stimuli responsive assemblies (Scheme 1.5). 30   In this 
study, ternary corss linked polyplexes were prepared by coating a pH-sensitive 
membrane-active polyanion on positively charged binary crosslinked polyplexes, which   
were formed via electrostatic interaction between cationic poly (L-lysine) containing 
thiol groups (PLys(PDP)) and anionic pDNA, and then crosslinked by disulfide 
formation. The polyanion can be charge-conversional due to the degradation of cis-
aconitic amides in late endosomal/lysosomal pH, helping the endosomal escape of 
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polyplexes without associated cytotoxicity. At last, pDNA was released following 
disulfide reduction in the cytoplasm, where is reductive. 
 
Scheme 1.5   a) Chemical structure of polymers, b) Schematic illustration for 
preparation and intracellular trafficking of ternary cross-linked polyplex 
1.1.3 Biological Stimuli Responsive Polymer Assembly 
Macromolecules that respond to biochemical stimuli can be advantageous for 
many applications including drug and gene delivery, imaging, sensing, and bio-mimicry 
as artificial membranes, among others. Biochemical stimuli can induce physical and 
chemical responses in macromolecules such as sol-gel and gel-sol transitions, triggered 
assembly or disassembly, structural reorganization, and surface modification.31 The 
advantage of incorporating biochemical stimuli-induced responses to a molecular 
design is that they have the potential to be specific for a biomedical function, 
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particularly when combined with a second cooperative biochemical stimulus or a 
complementary physical or chemical stimuli.  
 
Scheme 1.6 Enzymatic modulation of polymer morphologies 
Micellar nanoparticles that are morphologically responsive to both protease and 
phosphatase have recently been reported and are schematically represented in Scheme 
1.6.32  Amphiphilic peptide hybrid copolymers that are comprised of a hydrophobic 
backbone and hydrophilic head groups containing consecutive substrates for cancer-
associated enzymes protein kinase A (PKA), protein phosphatase-1 (PP1), and MMP-2 
and -9, were synthesized.  Two amphiphiles were made: amphiphile 1 containing 
polymer-conjugated distal PKA-substrate and terminal MMP-substrate, and amphiphile 
2 containing the reversed sequence of polymer-conjugated distal MMP-substrate and 
terminal PKA-substrate.  The peptide hybrid copolymers form stable spherical micelles 
due to their amphiphilic nature. For amphiphile 1, the addition of MMP and subsequent 
cleavage of the substrate functionalities, resulted in a retained spherical nanostructure. 
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For amphiphile 2 however, the MMP-induced cleavage reduced the peptide 
hydrophilicity, and the micelles formed network aggregates. Morphological switching 
of the micelles was observed by a phosphorylation-dephosphorylation cycle. 
Phosphorylation of PKA-substrate formed larger amorphous aggregates, which is 
reversible in the presence of phosphatase.   
 
Scheme 1.7 Sugar and base responsive permeable nanoreactor 
The use of boronic acids in macromolecules has attracted increasing interest due 
to their ability to bind diols reversibly to form boronate esters in aqueous environments. 
Boronate esters are sensitive to pH and responsive to competing diols, such as 
carbohydrates, providing reason to explore their use in a variety of contexts. 33-35 The 
incorporation of boronic acids into polymersomes that are both pH and sugar responsive 
were demonstrated to behave as nanoreactors with controllable membrane permeability 
(Scheme 1.7).36   A poly(boronic acid) containing block copolymer, poly(ethylene 
glycol)-block-poly(styrene boronic acid) (PEG-b-PSBA), was co-assembled with 
poly(ethylene glycol)-b-polystyrene (PEG-b-PS) to form polymersomes. At high pH, 
the boronic acid is ionized to boronate and the PEG-b-PSBA polymer becomes water-
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soluble. Similarly, the complexation of glucose to boronic acid imparts water solubility 
to the polymer and reduces the pH at which ionization to boronate occurs. Stimuli-
induced permeability of these nanoreactors can be tuned by changing the weight 
percentage of the stimuli responsive polymer PEG-b-PSBA polymer to the co-
assembled PEG-b-PS polymer. A model application of these nanoreactors was 
demonstrated by catalytic activity assessment of polymersome inclusion of Candida 
Antarctica Lipase B (CALB) and hydrolysis of substrates DiFMU octanoate and p-
nitrophenyl acetate.  
A variety of applications, particularly those pertinent to biomedical functions, 
can benefit from well-defined and well-controlled biochemically-responsive materials. 
In the context of drug delivery, for instance, effective macromolecule design requires 
that chemical or physical response occurs selectively and efficiently at the desired 
location. When the biochemical response is paired with a second chemical or physical 
stimulus the duality should be clear in function, cooperative or complimentary, and 
location, same or different site of response.  Materials that are bio-responsive are 
exciting due to their supposed increase in specificity. Obtaining fine control over these 
materials to exploit inherent biological features, will be vital to gaining this specificity. 
1.2 Stimuli Responsive Crosslinked Polymer Assembly 
Polymer assemblies have found applications in several fields such as sensing, 
diagnostics and bioengineering, but its greatest impact has been in the area of drug 
delivery.37-40 However, polymer assemblies are always in equilibrium between unimer 
state and aggregate state which causes potential issues when these assemblies utilized 
for drug delivery applications. One of the major consequences caused is the premature 
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release of encapsulated cargos. This guest encapsulation stability issue in real 
application is essentially contributed by two factors: i) lost of assembly fidelity due to 
the dilution effect; ii) fast guest exchange between assembly and its surrounding which 
is facilitated by assembly equilibrium.  First, when assembly solution is administrated in 
bulk serum solution because dilution on assembly solution shifts the equilibrium toward 
unimer state impairing the ability of the assembly host to stably encapsulate its cargo. 
Second, proteins have the hydrophobic regions which also have capability of holding 
the lipophilic cargos. The  interactions between assembly and protein during circulation 
will result in guest molecule exchange among them, therefore cause cargo leakage from 
original assembly. Hence, addressing the guest encapsulation stability issue becomes 
one of top priorities in drug delivery using polymer assembly as carrier. The focus in 
this section will be placed on the strategy that has been developed in our group to tackle 
this problem.  
 
Scheme 1.8 Functionalizable nanogel platform for hydrophobics delivery 
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To solve this problem, our group developed a robust slef-crosslinkable polymer 
assembly system which is referred as nanogel for lipophilic drug molecule delivery 
(Scheme 1.8).41,42 The underlying principle to enhance the encapsulation stability here 
is eliminating the equilibrium between unimer and assembly via chemically 
crosslinking the polymer assembly.  As shown in Scheme 1.8, an amphiphilic random 
copolymer (1) that contains oligoethylene glycol (OEG) and pyridinyldisulfide (PDS) 
was used as a precursor. Due to the amphiphilic nature of the polymer, it is tend to form 
micelle type nanoaggregates where hydrophilic OEG segments present on the exterior 
while PDS groups form hydrophobic core serving as a reservoir for hydrophobic guest 
encapsulation.   The addition of dithiothreitol (DTT), a reducing agent for disulfide 
triggers the thiol exchange intraparticularly to crosslink the guest loaded 
nanoaggregates in situ to afford nanogel (3). The remaining PDS groups after 
crosslinking turn out can be use as robust handle for surface functionalization. A variety 
of ligands including TAT peptide and mimics, RGD peptide, folic acid and antibodies 
have been immobilized onto nanogel, and then demonstrated for selective targeting 
purpose.43  
The incorporation of disulfide moieties in our nanogel system essentially 
provides a mechanism for selective cargo release that is originated from the redox-
responsiveness of disulfide crosslinks.  Nanogel undergoes decrosslinking and 
disassembly due to the disulfide reduction in the presence of millimolar glutathione 
(GSH) which mimics cytoplasmic environment like in cancer cells. However, nanogels 
stay intact in the presence of micromolar glutathione which mimics serum environment. 
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This GSH concentration dependent nanogel stability discrepancy indeed provides an 
valuable opportunity for selectively releasing cargos in the target.    
 
Scheme 1.9 Encapsulation stability probed by FRET 
In order to further investigate the influence of cross-linking on improving guest 
encapsulation stability, a FRET based technique has been established in our group to 
probe the dynamic guest exchange among nanogels.44  In this method (scheme 1.9), two 
lipophilic FRET pair dyes, DiO and DiI, are independently encapsulated in two separate 
nanogels. Then, FRET evolution is followed by mixing the two nanogels. Two sernarios 
are possible upon mixing the nanogels. If guest encapsulation is stable, the probes are 
expected to be confined in original nanogels and will never enter to a neighboring 
nanogel. So, no FRET can be observed in this case because the donor and acceptor does 
not have close proximity that required for energy transfer to happen.   However, if the 
guest encapsulation is unstable, the dye exchange between two nanogels will occur. The 
energy transfer between DiO and DiI in a same nanogel will be allowed and FRET will 
be observed. By looking at FRET evolution rate, one can easily have an insight on the 
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guest encapsulation stability of nanocarrier.  Using this FRET based technique, we 
found that the cross-linking density plays an critical role in guest encapsulation 
stability.  Among the investigated crosslinking densities, encapsulation stability 
increases along with the increasing crosslinking density. 
1.3 Summary and Dissertation Overview 
In this chapter, polymer assemblies that are capable of responding to physical, 
chemical and biological stimuli have been discussion. The design principles that 
underlie polymer-based stimuli responsive materials with stimuli responsive capabilities 
have been outlined by describing these specific examples.   A crosslinked polymer 
assembly that has been developed in our group to tackle guest encapsulation stability 
issue faced in drug delivery using these stimuli responsive polymer assembly has also 
been highlighted.  
This dissertation describes several customized stimuli responsive polymer 
assemblies through rational molecular design to achieve particular interfacial and host-
guest properties that can be potentially used for specific delivery applications.  A 
methodology for the preparation of surface functionalizable cross-linked nanogels to 
expand our existing nanogel inventory is described in Chapter 2.   We describe, in 
Chapter 3, an adaptable nanogel/polyelectrolyte complex that can independently 
respond two different stimuli to adopt desired interfacial and host-guest property.   In 
Chapter 4, we developed a crosslinked reverse micelle/polymer nanocomposite for 
simultaneous delivery of hydrophobic and hydrophilic cargos. A methodology to 
prepare cross-linked polymersome, VesiGel, based on ad hoc electrostatic interaction 
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mechanism will be detailed in Chapter 5.  Summary of previous projects and future 
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FACILE PREPARATION OF NANOGELS USING ACTIVATED ESTER 
CONTAINING POLYMERS 
Adapted with permission from Zhuang, J.; Jiwpanich, S.; Deepak, V.D.; 
Thayumanavan, S. Facile Preparation of Nanogels Using Acivated Ester Containing 
Polymers, ACS Macro Lett. 2012, 1, 175-179. Copyright © 2012 American Chemical 
Society.  
2.1 Introduction 
Design and synthesis of water-soluble cross-linked polymer nanoparticles or 
nanogels that can sequester lipophilic guest molecules within their interiors is of great 
interest in various applications ranging from delivery vehicles for therapeutics, to 
diagnostics to theranostics, among others.1-4  However, the classical preparative 
methods including microemulsion or inverse microemulsion do not allow the nanogels 
to be water-soluble and encapsulate lipophilic guest molecules simultaneously.5,6 
Preparations of polymeric nanoparticles by covalently cross-linking the individual 
components of a micellar assembly have been reported and have shown great promise 
for producing stable nanoscopic scaffolds. Such methods use block-copolymers to form 
core-shell nanosized assemblies, which are cross-linked with complementary cross-
linkers.  
Recently, we have introduced an emulsion-free method for the synthesis of 
cross-linked nanogels in aqueous media that also provides for convenient hydrophobic 
guest encapsulation.10,11  In this method, we use amphiphilic random copolymers that 
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form a stable self-organized nano-assembly in solutions, which are induced to undergo 
a self-crosslinking reaction to produce well-controlled nanogels.  This self-crosslinking 
reaction was executed using dithiopyridyl unit as the reactive moiety, which affords 
disulfide crosslinks.  These disulfide crosslinks are useful for systems that respond to 
differential redox environments, such as glutathione concentrations, which are different 
in extracellular and intracellular environments by about three orders of magnitude.  
To further improve the versatility of this approach, it is essential that our method 
allows for achieving nanogels beyond the disulfide-based crosslinks. The ability to 
incorporate a variety of functional cross-linkers into nanogels will tremendously 
facilitate our capacity to orthogonally tailor them with multifunctional cross-linkers.  
Among the reactive functionalities, pentafluorophenyl (PFP) activated polymers with a 
variety of functional amines have been intensively studied for making well-defined 
block copolymers, biofunctionalized polymers, and responsive surface coatings.12-15 
Although the amidation of PFP is similar to that of other activated esters, such as the N-
hydroxy-succinamide (NHS) ester, PFP has relatively higher hydrophobicity, reactive 
and higher hydrolytic stability providing possibilities of running the reaction in either 
organic solvent or aqueous solution - all features desired in a functional group for this 
synthetic method.16,17  In this chapter, we introduce a new methodology for a 
crosslinking polymer based on a pentafluorophenyl activated random copolymer and a 
diamino cross-linker.  The critical feature that needs to be tested here is whether a set of 
intermolecular reactions would be as facile and provide as well-defined a nanogel, as 




2.2 Results and Discussion 
2.2.1 Design and Synthesis 
The key feature in our strategy involves the utility of an amphiphilic random 
copolymer, where the reactive lipophilic functional groups are utilized for crosslinking 
(Scheme 2.1).  In this case, we envisioned the use of pentrafluorophenyl moiety as the 
lipophilic functional group that provides such reactivity.  Thus, we prepared random 
copolymers, represented by P1, containing polyethylene glycol methacrylate (PEGMA) 
as the hydrophilic unit and the pentafluorophenyl acrylate (PFPA) as the lipophilic unit.  
We envisaged that addition of a calculated amount of diamine to a solution of the 
PPFPA-r-PEGMA random copolymer will cause inter- and intra-chain crosslinking 
amidation reactions to afford the nanogel (Scheme 2.1).   
 
Scheme 2.1: Design and synthesis of the PFP based cross-linked polymer nanogels 
In our previous report involving disulfide crosslinks, these crosslinks were 
simply achieved by adding a reagent that affords a self-crosslinked nanogel product.  In 
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the present case, we are executing an intramolecular reaction where the added diamine 
is integrated to the nanogel product formed.  We also envisaged that since amphiphilic 
assembly can accommodate lipophilic guest molecules, these will be incorporated in the 
assembly during the crosslinking in aqueous solution.  This causes the lipophilic 
molecules to be encapsulated within the crosslinked interiors of the nanogel.  Since we 
are using only a percentage of the PFP moiety for the crosslinking reaction, we could 
also potentially use the remaining reactive PFP functionalities for surface 
functionalization, as illustrated in Scheme 2.1. 
2.2.2 PFP Nanogel Formation and Characterization 
To test our hypothesis, cross-linked nanogels with 50% and 100% cross-linking 
density (with respect to the PFP units) were prepared from a PPFPA-r-PEGMA solution 
(10 mg/mL in THF) by adding a calculated amount of cystamine (CYS) and 
hexamethylenediamine (HMDA) followed by the addition of water and evaporation of 
THF.  Reaction between the amine the activated ester results in the the formation of the 
amide bond and the concurrent release of the PFP moiety in the form of 
pentafluorophenol (Figure 2.1). The cross-linking reaction was thus monitored by 
following the amidation by FTIR and the release of PFP by 19F NMR.  IR spectra of 
reaction mixtures, listed in Figure 2.1 a, were recorded after heating at 50 °C for 4 
hours. We noted that the peak at 1780 cm-1, corresponding to the activated ester C=O 
stretching, disappeared with the concurrent appearance of the peak at 1640 cm-1 
ascribed to the amide C=O stretching. The disappearance of the activated carbonyl 
group and appearance of the amide carbonyl group designate that the PFP was 
completely converted to amide when 0.5 eq. of cross-linker with respect to PFP groups 
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was employed.  When 0.25 eq. of cross-linker was used, half of the PFP esters were 
converted to amide. The remaining PFP activated ester C=O signal can still be 
observed.   
 
Figure 2.1: Characterization of cross-linking in the presence of hexamethylenediamine 
and cystamine: a) Amidation monitored by FTIR; b) Release of pentafluorophenyl 
groups tracked by 19F-NMR 
 To further confirm the cross-linking, the release of PFP was tracked by 19F 
NMR shown in Figure 2.1 b.  The 19F NMR spectrum of the polymer shows three broad 
peaks at -153.4, -159.9, and -164.3 ppm. After adding CYS or HMDA cross-linkers, the 
polymer was cross-linked to affording nanogels, releasing C6F5OH groups, which show 
sharp signals located at -168.5, -171.4 and -186.6 ppm. The broad peaks fully 
disappeared with the addition of 0.5 eq. of cross-linker, suggesting 100% cross-linking 
density in yielded nanogels. The remaining broad peaks and new sharp peaks are 
simultaneously observed when 50% of the PFP groups were cross-linked. The dramatic 
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change in chemical shift indicates the conversion from activated ester to amide and 
hence cross-linking.  
 
Figure 2.2: a) Size distributions of nanogel cross-linked by CYS, and then re-dispersed 
in different solvents with various concentrations; b) TEM image of nanogel; The scale 
bar is 500 nm 
The size of the nanogels prepared from a 10 mg/mL polymer solution in THF 
with CYS were measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) shown in Figure 2.2. The 
size of the nanogel dispersion in water was ~180 nm, which is coincident with what was 
observed from TEM.  In order to show that the synthesized nanogels are stable cross-
linked networks, rather than the simple aggregation of the polymer, nanogels were re-
dispersed in THF and a THF/H2O mixture at various concentrations and were 
compared.  Sizes of the same nanogel dispersed in THF or a THF/H2O mixture are 
similar to that in H2O alone.  Also, dilution of the nanogels to 2 mg/mL in THF or H2O 
does not result in a size change (remains at ~180 nm).  However, the same dilution of 
the polymer aggregates, prior to the crosslinking reaction, reduces the aggregate sizes to 
~13 nm. These results suggest that the nanogel is from a covalently crosslinked network 
and has no concentration and solvent dependency. We observed a similar result from 
the nanogel cross-linked by HMDA, the details of which are shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Although PPFPA-r-PEGMA dissolved in THF shows peaks at around 10 nm, the poor 
correlation function is taken to indicate ill-defined aggregation.  Since the nanogel sizes 
are much larger than the aggregate sizes of PPFPA-r-PEGMA in THF, we believe that 
there is some inter-aggregate crosslinking under these reaction conditions.  This is not 
surprising considering that the crosslinking is based on intermolecular reactions. 
 
Figure 2.3: Size distribution of nanogel cross-linked by HMDA and dispersed in 
different solvents   
In addition to this method, we were also interested in preparing the nanogels 
directly in water.  This has several advantages: (i) the organic solvent free nanocarrier 
preparation method is much preferred in terms of removing the trace amounts of solvent 
and its environment-friendly nature; (ii) allows for an additional handle to tune the 
particle size; (iii) allows for efficient incorporation of a broader range of lipophilic 
guest molecules within the nanogels. Since it has been reported that PFP activated esters 
are much less susceptible toward hydrolysis, the preparation of nanogels in water 
should be feasible.18,19  We attempted to make nanogels in aqueous solutions using a 
PPFPA-r-PEGMA solution at a variety of polymer concentrations. The cross-linking 
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reaction in H2O was also detected by FTIR. The collected FTIR spectrum of the 
aqueous reaction mixture after 4 hours heating was shown in Figure 2.4a.  No remaining 
PFP groups were observed after cross-linking, indicated by the complete disappearance 
of the activated ester C=O absorbance. Evolution of a peak at 1640 cm-1 further 
confirms the amidation. Another potential issue is the extent to which the PFP activated 
ester was converted to amide, compared to the potential hydrolysis of the ester during 
the cross-linking process. This can be addressed by monitoring the IR spectrum.  The 
absorbance of the poly methacrylic acid, the product of hydrolysis, should be observed 
if hydrolysis occurred during the cross-linking process. However, we could not find any 
evidence for the hydrolysis peak, which is expected to be at around 1710 cm-1.20-22 This 
suggests that the reaction cross-linking reaction products are predominant in the 
product. Interestingly, the sizes of the nanogels prepared in H2O were around 10 nm 
independent of the concentration of PPFPA-PEGMA solutions used. Size measurements 
from DLS are in good agreement with the TEM results shown in Figure 2.4b. 
 
Figure 2.4: Synthesis of nanogel in H2O: a) Cross-linking followed by FTIR; b) Size of 
nanogel prepared from 2mg/mL, 5mg/mL, 10mg/mL of PFPA-PEG solution in H2O; 
Inset is TEM image of nanogel where the scale bar is 100 nm 
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2.2.3 Size Tunability and Guest Encapsulation 
A lipophilic guest molecule, 3,3’-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI) 
was encapsulated in nanogels during cross-linking. During this encapsulation, 1 wt% of 
DiI with respect to polymer was initially fed. Guest molecule encapsulation was also 
measured by absorbance spectroscopy shown in Figure 2.5a.  
 
Figure 2.5: a) DiI encapsulation in nanogel crosslinked by CYS and HMDA; b) Size of 
nanogels prepared at various polymer concentrations 
Nanoparticle size is known to play a significant role in several applications.  For 
example, in the case of drug delivery, size has impact on biodistribution, cellular 
uptake, and permeability in disease sites, thus affecting the therapeutic efficacy.23-25 
Based on our previous hypothesis, larger nanogel size is a result of small percentage of 
inter-aggregate cross-linking in addition to the desired intra-aggregate crosslinking.  
The inter-aggregate phenomenon is expected to be highly concentration dependent.  
Hence, the nanogel size would be significantly affected by the original concentration of 
the PPFPA-r-PEGMA solution. We prepared four nanogels from 2mg/mL, 5mg/mL, 
10mg/mL and 20mg/mL PPFPA-PEGMA solution in THF.  As shown in Figure 2.5 b, 
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the size of the nanogel dispersed in H2O shifts from 100 nm to 200 nm along with the 
increase in PPFPA-PEGMA concentration.  
2.2.4 Surface Functionalization 
We were also interested in demonstrating that the residual PFP moieties can be 
utilized to additionally functionalize the surface of the nanogels.  This provides at least 
two key advantages: (i) this post-nanogel formation reaction can be used to eliminate 
the remaining reactive PFP moieties.  This is useful in applications such as drug 
delivery, where the reactivity of the PFP moiety could be a source of toxicity; (ii) this 
allows for the incorporation of functionalities on the surface of the nanogels.  An 
example of an implication of such a capability includes incorporation of ligands for 
sensing and targeted delivery. 
 




In order to demonstrate the possibility of surface engineering on these nanogels, 
isopropylamine (IPA) and N,N-dimethylethylenediamine (DMEDA) were incorporated 
onto the 50% crosslinked nanogel after the nanogel synthesis. This reaction with IPA 
and DMEDA was monitored by FTIR (Figure 2.6), which clearly indicates that the 
amidation step can indeed be carried out in the post nanogel synthesis steps.  
 
Figure 2.7: Charged surface of nanogels without and with post-nanogel modification  
 Moreover, zeta potentials of these nanogels were measured to obtain additional 
evidence for surface modification (Figure 2.7).  Zeta potentials of the 50% and 100% 
cystamine crosslinked nanogels were around -30 mV. Similarly, the 50% cross-linked 
nanogel modified by IPA also has a zeta potential of -30 mV. The observation of 
negatively charged nanogel surface is attributed to the carboxylate groups in the chain 
transfer agent. This is supported by the fact that utilization of charge-neutral initiators 
for our polymers in the disulfide crosslinked nanogels afford charge neutral surfaces.  
However, when the nanogel was modified by DMEDA, the zeta potential was found to 
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shift to 5 mV. The positively charged surface is attributed to the protonation of 
DMEDA and therefore taken to designate surface modification. 
2.3 Summary 
We have developed a facile methodology to achieve polymeric nanogels using a 
simple reaction between the lipophilic activated PFP ester and diamines.  This strategy 
has an advantage that the syntheses of nanogels are not limited to disulfide crosslinked 
systems or self-crosslinking reactions.  The intermolecular nature of the crosslinking 
reaction allows for incorporating a broader variety of stimuli-sensitive features in the 
diamine crosslinkers and thus in the nanogel.  We have also shown that: (i) there is 
significant tunability in the size of the nanogels, especially in THF; (ii)  these nanogels 
can encapsulate lipophilic guest molecules during the crosslinking step of the nanogel 
synthesis; (iii) the nanogels are dispersible in water, irrespective of whether they were 
prepared in THF or water; (iv) residual PFP moiety can be used in a post-nanogel 
assembly step to incorporate surface functionalities. We believe that expansion of our 
ability to achieve new nanogels using PFP moieties will significantly enhance the 
repertoire of these polymer nanogels in a variety of applications.  
2.4 Experimental 
 General Methods and Procedure  
Unless mentioned, all chemicals were used as received from Sigma-Aldrich.  1H-NMR 
spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer while 19F-NMR spectra 
were collected on a 300 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer. Molecular weight of the 
polymers was measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC, Waters) using a 
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PMMA standard with a refractive index detector. THF was used as eluent with a flow 
rate of 1mL/min. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed using 
a Malvern Nanozetasizer. FTIR spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer spectrometer. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using a JEOL 100CX at 
100 KV. 






Monomer was synthesized by using a previously reported procedure. Briefly, 
pentafluorophenol (5.40g, 29.3 mmol) and 2,6-lutidine (3.80mL, 32.7mmol) were 
dissolved in dry dichloromethane (50.0 mL). The above solution was cooled in an ice 
bath and then acryloyl chloride was added (2.65mL, 32.7mmol). After stirring at 
ambient temperature for 12 hours, the reaction mixture was washed with water. The 
organic layer was collected, and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. Crude product 
was further purified by flash chromatograph to afford pure product. Yield: 54%.  1H 
NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 6.74 (d, 1H), 6.36 (q, 1H), 6.19 (d, 1H). 19F NMR (300 
MHz, CDCl3) δ: -152.5 (2F, d), -157.9 (1F, t), -162.3 (2F, d). 




















To a Schlenk-flask, pentafluorophenyl acrylate (500.0 mg, 2.1mmol), 
poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (428.0 mg, 0.9 mmol), recrystallized 
azodiisobutyonitrile (AIBN) (2.5 mg, 0.015 mmol), and 4-cyano-4-((thiobenzoyl)-
sulfanyl) pentanoicacid  (33.5 mg, 0.120 mmol) were mixed in 1, 4-dioxane (900 µL).  
The solution mixture was subjected to three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The sealed flask 
was immersed in a preheated oil bath at 75 °C. The polymerization reaction was 
allowed to proceed for 5 days. The reaction was stopped by immersing the reaction 
flask in cold water.  After the removal of 1, 4-dioxane, the mixture was precipitated in 
hexane. The resulting mixture was dissolved in THF and then precipitated in hexane. 
The same operation was repeated one more time to afford the pure polymer. Yield 90 
%: 1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 4.0-4.2 ppm, 3.5-3.8 ppm, 3.3-3.4 ppm, 2.7-3.2 ppm, 
0.9-2.6 ppm. 19F NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: -152 to -155 ppm (2F), -158 to -160 ppm 
(1F), -164 to -166 ppm (2F). GPC (THF) Mn: 9.5 kDa. PDI: 1.3. By comparing the 
integral of the methylene protons adjacent to the ester in the polyethylene glycol unit 
and the polymer backbone proton in both the polyethylene glycol and the 
pentafluorophenyl units, the molar ratio was found to be 3:7 (PEGMA: PFPA). 
 Nanogel preparation in THF 
4.0 mg of polymer was dissolved in a known volume of dry THF to make a 
polymer solution with the desired concentration. To the polymer solution was added 
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0.50 equivalents of cross-linker with respected to the PFP groups and 1 equivalent of 
diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA). The solution was then heated at 50 °C for 4 hours to 
afford 100% cross-linked nanogel. The cross-linking reaction was characterized by 
FTIR. H2O was added to the nanogel solution and the THF was evaporated by stirring 
the solution in air for 24 hours. The volume of nanogel solution was adjusted by adding 
water to afford the desired concentration.  Preparation of the nanogel loaded with 
DiI(DiIC18(3)) follows the same procedure using a polymer solution mixed with 1wt% 
DiI. After cross-linking and evaporation of THF, the nanogel solution was further 
purified by triplicate dialysis in milliQ water for 3 days. 
 Nanogel preparation in water 
4.0 mg of polymer solution was dissolved in H2O to afford a polymer solution 
with the desired concentration. To the polymer solution, 0.50 equivalents of cross-linker 
with respect to the PFP groups and 1 equivalent of diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) 
were added. The polymer solution was heated at 50 °C for 4 hours to afford 100% 
cross-linked nanogel.  
 Nanogel modification 
400 mL of 10.0 mg/mL polymer solution in THF was half cross-linked by the 
addition of 0.25 equivalents of CYS and 0.50 equivalents of DIPEA with respect to the 
PFP groups. After heating at 50 °C for 4 hours, 2.0 equivalents of isopropylamine (IPA) 
or N,N-dimethylethylenediamine (DMEDA) with 2 equivalents of DIPEA (with respect 
to the remaining PFP groups after cross-linking) were added to the nanogel solution and 
heated at 50 °C for another 4 hours. Cross-linking and post-nanogel substitution were 
monitored by FTIR. Water was added to the modified nanogel solution. THF was 
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evaporated by stirring the sample in air for 24 hours. The nanogel solution was further 
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DUAL STIMULI-DUAL RESPONSE NANOASSEMBLIES PREPARED FROM 
A SIMPLE HOMOPOLYMER  
Adapted with permission from Zhuang, J.; Chacko, R.; Amado Torres, D.; 
Wang, H.; Thayumanavan, S. Dual Stimuli-Dual Response Nanoassemblies Prepared 
From a Simple Homopolymer, ACS Macro Lett. 2014, 3, 1-5. Copyright © 2014 
American Chemical Society.  
3.1 Introduction 
Supramolecular assemblies that respond to the presence of multiple stimuli have 
attracted tremendous interest due to their potential in being more selective.1 The 
anticipated selectivity is due to the requirement that more than one stimulus has to be 
concurrently present to elicit the appropriate response.  Popular among the stimuli-
responsive elements involve change in the surface features of a host assembly or change 
in the host properties of the assembly.2-8 The former causes stimulus-responsive 
changes to the interfacial interactions of the assembly with its surroundings, while the 
latter often results in release of the sequestered guest molecules in response to the 
stimuli. Among the stimuli investigated, pH and redox sensitive assemblies have 
attracted particular attention.9-33 In prior systems, the focus has been to develop an 
assembly, where the combined effect of two different stimuli is much better than either 
of the stimuli alone.34-37 We have been interested in developing assemblies where two 
different features of an assembly are sequentially impacted by the presence of the dual 
stimuli.  We focused specifically on variations in pH and redox conditions as the stimuli 
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impacting change in surface properties and guest molecule encapsulation capabilities as 
the responses respectively. 
 
Scheme 3.1: Representation of dual stimuli-dual responsive features of the reported 
polyelectrolyte-nanogel complex 
To achieve a supramolecular assembly with these stimuli responsive 
characteristics, we have developed a polyelectrolyte-nanogel complex (Scheme 3.1).  In 
this complex, the polyelectrolyte has charge-conversional features – i.e. the charge in 
the polyelectrolyte will change from negative to positive charge at low pH.  The 
nanogel is capable of sequestering hydrophobic guest molecules that are released in 
response to change in the redox environment.  The nanogel will have a positively 
charged surface so as to complement the polyelectrolyte during the complex formation.  
The hypothesis here is that a change in the polyelectrolyte charge, in response to 
lowered pH, will compromise this electrostatic complementarity.  The dissociation 
event will cause a change in the surface properties of the nanoassembly.  We also 
conceived that the electrostatically bound polyelectrolyte will enhance the 
encapsulation stability of the hydrophobic guest molecules inside the nanogel.  
Dissociating the polyelectrolyte from the nanogel and then subjecting it to a reducing 
condition will cause the guest molecules to be released from the nanogel.  These 
expectations are illustrated in Scheme 3.1. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 Design and Synthesis 
The structures of the cationic polymeric nanogel, its precursor, the 
complementary anionic polyelectrolyte, and the products of the pH-induced reaction 
(the non-complementary cationic polyelectrolyte and the anionic small molecule) are all 
shown in Scheme 3.2.   
 
Scheme 3.2: pH-responsive interfacial property and redox-responsive host-guest 
property of polyelectrolyte nanogel complex: a) schematic representation; b) chemical 
structure of corresponding states of complex.  
The nanogel is synthesized through the formation of an amphiphilic random 
copolymer nanoassembly, which is crosslinked through an in situ reduction reaction.19 
The pyridyldisulfide units provide the hydrophobic component of the amphiphilic 
polymer and afford the handle to execute the crosslinking reaction to generate the 
disulfide crosslinked nanogels.  The quaternary ammonium moiety provides the cationic 
charge to the nanogel, while the N-isopropyl acrylamide unit plays the role of charge-
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neutral, hydrophilic units that can be used to modulate the cationic charge density in the 
nanogel.  The anionic moiety in the polyelectrolyte is based on the monoamide formed 
from tetrahydrophthalic acid.  The oligoethyleneglycol units present in the 
polyelectrolyte is used to tune its charge density. 
Both the nanogel polymer precursor and the anionic polyelectrolyte were 
prepared through a simple substitution reaction of poly(pentafluorophenyl acrylate) 
(PPFPA) with appropriately functionalized primary amines (Scheme 3.3).   
 
Scheme 3.3: Synthetic scheme of a) nanogel precursor Polymer 1 and b) charge 
conversional Polymer 2. 
To synthesize the cationic nanogel, the activated acrylate ester PPFPA was 
treated with isopropylamine (0.3 equiv.), pyridyldisulfide containing 2-
aminoethanethiol (0.5 equiv.), and 2-aminoethyl- trimethylammonium chloride (0.2 
equiv.).  The targeted copolymer 1 was obtained in 85% yield.  The percentage of the 
co-monomers in the polymer was assessed to be 0.42:0.39:0.19 using NMR, which 
shows that the ratio corresponds to the feed ratio of the monomers in the substitution 
reaction.  The substitution reaction was also analyzed using the C=O stretching bands in 
IR,38 where we found that the reaction to be complete (Figure 3.1).  The polymer was 
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then converted to the corresponding disulfide crosslinked nanogel by treating the 
polymer with dithiothreitol (DTT) based on the previously reported procedure.39,40 
Similarly, the polyelectrolyte was synthesized by first treating PPFPA with mono-
amino-oligoethyleneglycol and N-Boc-ethylenediamine in 0.7:0.3 ratio to afford 
polymer 2a.  The ratio of the co-monomer in the polymer 2a was found to be 0.53:0.47 
using NMR.  As with the syntheses of the polymer nanogel precursor, quantitative 
substitution of the pentafluorophenyl moiety in this case was also ascertained using IR 
(Figure 3.1).   
 
Figure 3.1: a) FTIR and b) NMR characterization of polymer precursor reactions for 
the preparation of Polymer 1 and Polymer 2a. 
The Boc-protecting group was removed by treating the polymer with 
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA).  The resulting primary amine polymer 2b was treated with 
3,4,5,6-tetrahydrophthalic anhydride to convert this cationic polymer to the carboxylic 
acid containing anionic polymer 2.  Note that this substitution reaction, which has an 
associated charge conversion feature, can be conveniently reversed by lowering the pH 
of the aqueous solution. The charge conversion process can be clearly tracked by 
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monitoring the NMR of polymer 2 in low pH (Figure 3.2).  This reversal indeed forms 
the basis for the pH-induced charge conversion here. 
 
Figure 3.2: Charge conversion monitored by NMR 
3.2.2 Electrostatic Complex Assembly and Disassembly 
Next, we resorted to prepare the nanogel-polyanion complex was through 
electrostatic interactions. Briefly, to a polymer 2 solution with a concentration of 10 
mg/mL at pH 9.0, a calculated amount of positively charged nanogel with a 
concentration of 1 mg/mL was added dropwise and the mixture was stirred for 30 min. 
Then, free polyanion was removed from the mixture by ultrafiltration to afford pure 
nanogel-polyanion complex. 
The nanogel-polyelectrolyte complex was characterized using dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) and zeta potential measurements.  The size of nanogel itself was found 
to be 30 nm as measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS), as shown in Figure 3.3a. 
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After being coated by polymer 2, the size increased to 55 nm indicating the formation of 
nanogel-polyanion complex.  Since the surface of the nanogel contains positively 
charged quaternary ammonium moieties, the nanogel will be expected to be cationic 
and thus exhibit a positive zeta potential.  Indeed the zeta potential of the nanogel was 
found to be about +30 mV (Figure 3.3b).  If the nanogel was efficiently coated with the 
negatively charged polymer, then the surface charge of the nanogel-polyelectrolyte 
complex should be anionic.  Indeed, the zeta potential of this complex was found to be 
about -30 mV. 
 
Figure 3.3: Changes on a) size and b) zeta potential of cationic nanogel after coating 
and decoating 
Our design hypothesis is that the pH-induced conversion of the anionic coating 
polymer to a cationic polymer will cause the polymer to dissociate from the nanogel due 
to electrostatic repulsion.  To test this possibility, we observed the size and the zeta 
potential of the nanogel upon lowering the pH of the solution.  As shown in Figure 3.3a, 
the size of the nanogel changed back to ~30 nm upon decreasing the pH of the solution 
to 4.4 for 30 min.  This size corresponds to the uncoated nanogel suggesting that the 
polyelectrolyte has dissociated from the nanogel.  This was further supported by the 
zeta potential measurements.  As shown in Figure 3.3b, lowering lowering pH of the 
solution causes the zeta potential to positively shift to +18 mV. The fact that the charge 
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did not fully recover to that of the cationic nanogel itself (+30 mV) might suggest that 
the dissociation is not complete.  This possibility cannot be unambiguously ruled out.  
However, it is also possible that the smaller zeta potential (+5 mV) of the dissociated 
polymer contributes to make the overall zeta potential in the nanogel-polyelectrolyte 
mixture lower.  We tested this possibility by mixing the low pH treated anionic polymer 
2 and the cationic nanogel, and measured the zeta potential (Figure 3.10 ).  The fact that 
increasing concentrations of the polymer can reduce the overall zeta potential suggests 
that the latter possibility of the dissociated polymer contributing to the observed lower 
zeta potential indeed exists. Additionally, the disassociation of nanogel complex was 
investigated under various pHs by following the zeta potential of the complex (Figure 
3.11). The zeta potential measurement suggests the disassociation can be significantly 
enhanced when the solution pH decreases.  
3.3.3 Size Tunability 
We were interested in investigating the possibility of tuning the size of these assemblies 
by simply varying the ratio of the nanogel to the polyelectrolyte.  It is conceivable that 
when excess polyelectrolyte is used to form the complex, the polyelectrolyte will form 
more or less a monolayer coating on the surface of the nanogel without much 
aggregation.  However, when the ratio of polyelectrolyte to the nanogel is smaller, 
nanogel aggregation should be possible.  The complexes, studied above, were prepared 
using a 1:5 ratio of the nanogel to polyelectrolyte, where the complex size was 55 nm 
compared to the nanogel size of 30 nm.  When this ratio was changed to 1:10, the size 
of the complex was only slightly increased or essentially unchanged from the original 
nanogel size (Figure 3.4).  Note that this size increase is much smaller than that 
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observed with the 1:5 mixture.  To insure that the complexation has indeed occurred in 
this case, we also investigated the zeta potential of the nanogel-polyanion complex.  
The zeta potential of this complex has indeed changed to -30 mV (Figure 3.12).  We 
then investigated the effect of changing the ratio to 2:1. As anticipated, the size of the 
nanogel increased to ~100 nm (Figure 3.4).  Interestingly here too, the zeta potential of 
the nanogel was found to be -30 mV.  These results are taken to suggest that 0.5 
equivalent (in terms of weight %) is already sufficient to fully neutralize the positive 
charges on the surface of the nanogels and render the overall surface charge of the 
complex to be negative. However, it seems that this charge neutralization can not be 
achieved without causing the nanogels to aggregate during the complexation event.  All 
these nanogel complexes exhibit pH-induced surface property change (Figure 3.12). 
 
Figure 3.4: Tunable size of nanogel/polyanion complexs observed by a) DLS; and b) 
TEM, scale bar: top&bottom left: 100 nm, top right: 50 nm, bottom right: 200 nm.  
3.2.4 Effect of Complex Formaion on Guest Encapsulation  
Finally, we were interested in analyzing the effect of the complex formation on the 
guest encapsulation.  The pH-sensitive features, shown above, demonstrates an 
approach to alter the surface properties (surface charge) of a nanoassembly in response 
to the pH stimulus.  We were also interested in investigating the effect of the 
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polyelectrolyte coating on the redox-sensitive nature of the nanogel.  Note that the 
nanogel is based on disulfide crosslinks; therefore, the encapsulated guest molecules 
can be released in response to the presence of thiol-based reducing agents such as 
glutathione (GSH).  Accordingly, we investigated the effect of molecular release using 
Nile red as the guest molecule.  First, since we were interested in showing that the pH 
and the redox stimuli can independently affect two different properties of the nanogel-
polyelectrolyte complex, we investigated the effect of pH on the encapsulation stability 
of the nanogel.  As shown in Figure 3.5, note that no guest release was observed with 
the nanogel-polyelectrolyte complex at pH 7.4 (the condition in which polyelectrolyte 
coating is retained) and pH 4.4 (the condition at which the polyelectrolyte coating is 
rapidly removed due to charge conversion in the polyelectrolyte).   
 
Figure 3.5: Temporal release of Nile red from coated, uncoated, and control nanogels 
in the presence of 1mM GSH. 
Next, it is gratifying to note that the guest release from the nanogel-
polyelectrolyte complex is slower than that from the uncoated nanogel itself at pH 7.4.  
This suggests that the guest encapsulation is further stabilized by the polyelectrolyte 
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coating.  When the pH was lowered to 4.4, the pH at which the polyanion would be 
removed from the complex due to the charge conversion, the release from the nanogel-
polyelectrolyte complex was slower than the above two conditions.  This observation 
was indeed surprising.  However, it is important to note that GSH itself exhibits 
substantially different redox activity at lower pH.  Therefore, we investigated the GSH-
induced release of Nile red at pH 4.4 with the bare nanogel. Indeed, the release profile 
was very similar to that of the nanogel-polyelectrolyte complex at this pH.  These 
results suggest that the polyelectrolyte is indeed removed from the nanogel to affect 
guest encapsulation was observed as fast as that from uncoated nanogel.  To insure that 
the redox-sensitive activity can be recovered after subjecting the nanogel complex to a 
pH change, we investigated the guest encapsulation stability of the nanogel-
polyelectrolyte complex at pH 7.4.  Here the complex was first subjected to the pH 
induced dissociation at pH 4.4 for 10 min; the pH of the solution then was raised to pH 
7.4.  The guest molecule was indeed rapidly released in the presence of GSH at this pH.  
The guest release profile was once again similar to that of the uncoated nanogel that 
was subjected to this pH cycling.  Put together, these results suggest that the nanogel 
can stably encapsulate the guest molecules at different pH, but differentially releases the 
guest molecules due to polyelectrolyte complexation under the influence of the redox 
stimulus. 
3.3 Summary 
In summary, we have shown that: (i) a positively charged nanogel and a 
negatively charged polyelectrolyte can be conveniently coupled to make a nanogel-
polyelectrolyte complex; (ii) since the polyelectrolyte undergoes a charge conversion at 
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low pH, the nanogel-polyelectrolyte complex is dissociated under the influence of the 
pH stimulus; (iii) simple stoichiometric variations between the nanogel and the 
polyelectrolyte can be utilized to predictably vary the size of the complex; (iv) while the 
pH stimulus has a profound impact on the surface features of the nanogel-
polyelectrolyte complex, it has no effect on the guest encapsulation; (v) on the contrary, 
redox stimulus does not affect the surface properties of the complex, but does influence 
the guest encapsulation in the nanoassembly; (vi) the polyelectrolyte complexation on 
the nanogel surface affords slightly higher encapsulation stability, compared to bare 
nanogel.  In summary, we have shown that the electrostatics-driven complex between 
polymeric nanogels and polyelectrolytes can be utilized to design a nanoassembly that 
responds to two different stimuli, eliciting two diverse responses.  This design platform 
could find use in a variety of applications, including drug delivery and sensing.  For 
example, considering the sequential variations of lower pH in the extracellular 
environments of tumors and higher GSH concentrations inside the cells, one could 
envision utilizing the design principles developed here for drug delivery.  This will form 
part of the ongoing efforts in our own laboratory.  
3.4 Experimental  
 Materials and Methods 
Unless mentioned, all chemicals were used as received from Sigma-Aldrich.  1H-NMR 
spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer while 19F-NMR spectra 
were collected on a 300 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer. Molecular weight of the 
polymers was measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC, Waters) using a 
PMMA standard with a refractive index detector. THF was used as eluent with a flow 
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rate of 1mL/min. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements were performed using 
a Malvern Nanozetasizer. FTIR spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer spectrometer. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using a JEOL 100CX at 
100 KV. 
 Synthesis of PEG-NH2: 
 
 Synthesis of PEG-Ms 2 
PEG-monomethyl ether 1 (35 g, 0.09 mol) was dissolved in 200 mL of 
anhydrous THF stirring it with triethylamine (12.14 g, 0.12 mol). Temperature of the 
mixture was lowered to 0 oC with an ice-salt bath. Mesyl chloride (13.75 g, 0.12 mol) 
was dissolved in 20 mL of anhydrous THF and added dropwise to the previous mixture 
at low temperature, stirring, and under argon atmosphere. The reaction mass got a milky 
aspect. The reaction was left overnight. Then, the solvent was evaporated and then 100 
mL of water was added to the remaining mass, which was extracted with ethyl acetate 
(3 x 100 mL). The organic layers were collected on Na2SO4, filtered and concentrated to 
get the crude product 2, which was used without purification for the next step. 
 Synthesis of PEG-N3 3 
 The crude product 2 from the previous reaction was mixed with sodium azide 
(10.88 g, 0.17 mol) in anhydrous DMF (50 mL) and stirring with argon atmosphere, set 
to reflux. The reaction was left to react for 20 hours. Then, the DMF was distilled out. 
Water was added (300 mL) to the remaining mass, and then extracted with ethyl acetate 
(3 x 100 mL). The organic layers were reunited and washed with water (3 x 100 mL). 
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The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and concentrated to get the crude 
product 3, which was used without purification for the next step. 
 Synthesis of PEG-NH2 4  
The crude product 3 from the previous reaction was dissolved in anhydrous THF 
(100 mL) and mixed with triphenylphosphine (9.03 g, 0.03 mol). The reaction was left 
stirring and under argon atmosphere overnight. Then, water was added (100 mL) and 
stirred for 10 hours more. Then, the THF was evaporated and more water was added. A 
white solid formed was filtered out. The remaining solution was extracted with toluene 
(3 x 200 mL). Finally, the aqueous phase was extracted with dichloromethane (3 x 180 
mL) collecting the organic layers to dry over Na2SO4. The solution was filtered and the 
solvent evaporated. The remaining mass was purified using Combiflash. The pure 
product 4 was collected as yellowish oil (9.8 g, yield 28% over three steps) and 
analyzed by 1H NMR. PEG350-NH2: 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.65-3.60 (m, 26H), 
3.58-3.52 (m, 4H), 3.36 (s, 3H), 2.90 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H), 2.47 (s, NH2). 
 Synthesis of 2-(2-Pyridyldithio)ethylamine Hydrochloride 
 
Pyridine disulfide (8.82 g, 0.040 mol) was dissolved in 100 mL of MeOH 
followed by the addition of 1 mL of glacial acetic acid. Then, the mixture was slowly 
added with 30 mL of 2-Mercaptoethylamine hydrochloride (2.28 g, 0.020 mol) solution 
in MeOH at 0 oC. The reaction was kept for overnight. The reaction mixture was 
concentrated to afford yellow grease, which was dissolved in limited amount of MeOH 
and precipitated in cold ether. A colorless product was obtained after repeating the 
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precipitation 4 times.  Yield: 52%. 1H NMR (400MHz, D2O): 8.50-8.41 (m, 1 H), 7.89-
7.82 (m, 1H), 7.80-7.72 (m, 1H), 7.31-7.37 (m, 1H), 3.38-3.32 (t, 2H), 3.14-3.08 (t, 
2H). 
 Synthesis of pentafluorophenyl acrylate PFPA 
 
Monomer was synthesized by using a previously reported procedure. Briefly, 
pentafluorophenol (5.40g, 29.3 mmol) and 2,6-lutidine (3.80mL, 32.7mmol) were 
dissolved in dry dichloromethane (50.0 mL). The above solution was cooled in an ice 
bath and then acryloyl chloride was added (2.65mL, 32.7mmol). After stirring at 
ambient temperature for 12 hours, the reaction mixture was washed with water. The 
organic layer was collected, and dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate. Crude product 
was further purified by flash chromatograph to afford pure product. Yield: 54%.  1H 
NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 6.74 (d, 1H), 6.36 (q, 1H), 6.19 (d, 1H). 19F NMR (300 
MHz, CDCl3) δ: -152.5 (2F, d), -157.9 (1F, t), -162.3 (2F, d).  
 Synthesis of homopolymer PPFPA by RAFT 
To a Schlenk-flask, pentafluorophenyl acrylate (1.0 g, 4.2 mmol), recrystallized 
azodiisobutyronitrile (AIBN) (3.44 mg, 0.021 mmol), and 2-
(Dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)-2-methylpropionic acid (15.32 mg, 0.042 mmol) were 
mixed in 1, 4-dioxane (1 mL).  The solution mixture was subjected to three freeze-
pump-thaw cycles. The sealed flask was immersed in a preheated oil bath at 80 °C. The 
polymerization reaction was allowed to proceed for 18 h. The polymerization was 
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quenched by cooling down the flask in ice water.  The reaction mixture was 
concentrated and then precipitated in methanol.  Pure polymer was obtained after re-
dissolve the precipitate in THF and precipitate in methanol for two more times. Yield 
80 %: 1H NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 3.25-1.85 (backbone). 19F NMR (300 MHz, 
CDCl3) δ: -153.5 (2F), -157.0 (1F), -161.3 (2F). GPC (THF) Mn: 13.4 kDa. PDI: 1.26.  
 Synthesis of homopolymer PPFPA by conversional radical polymerization 
Pentafluorophenyl acrylate (1.0 g, 4.2 mmol), recrystallized 
azodiisobutyronitrile (AIBN) (6.5 mg, 0.040 mmol) were dissolved in 5 mL dry 
benzene and placed in Schlenk flask. Three freeze-pump-thaw cycles were applied 
before heating the reaction mixture in 80 °C. Polymerization was stopped after 6 hours. 
The polymer was purified by precipitation in methanol for 3 times.   Yield 85 %: 1H 
NMR (400MHz, CDCl3) δ: 3.25-1.85 (backbone). 19F NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ: -
153.0 (2F), -157.2 (1F), -161.1 (2F). GPC (THF) Mn: 60 kDa. PDI: 1.8.  
Synthesis of polymer 1 
 
PPFPA homopolymer (238 mg, 1mmol repeat unit) was dissolved in 1mL THF. 
Isopropyl amine (25.5 uL, 0.3 mmol), PDS amine (111.4 mg, 0.5 mmol), (2-
aminoethyl)trimethylammonium chloride hydrochloride (35 mg, 0.2 mmol) and 
triethylamine (240ul, 1.7mmol) were dissolved in 1 mL MeOH. The mixed amine 
solution was added to polymer solution. The reaction was kept for 3 hours. Then, 
additional 0.2 equivalent of mixed amine was added to the reaction mixture to ensure 
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the full substitution of PFP group.  The reaction was monitored by FTIR. After the 
reaction complete, the polymer was purified by dialyze the mixture against 
DCM/MeOH mixture using dialysis membrane (MWCO: 3500 Da). Yield 85%. 
x/y/z=0.39/0.42/0.19 (calculated from 1HNMR by comparing the integration of c, g and 
f). 
 
Figure 3.6 1HNMR spectra of polymer 1 
 Synthesis of polymer 2 
 
 Synthesis of polymer 2a 
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PPFPA homopolymer (400 mg, 1.68 mmol repeat unit) was dissolved in 2mL 
THF. To the polymer solution, 2,2’-bipyridyldisulfide (37 mg, 0.168 mmol) was added. 
N-Boc-ethylenediamine (80.7mg, 0.504 mmol) and PEG amine (449 mg, 1.176 mmol) 
and triethylamine (267 uL, 1.85 mmol) were dissolved in 1 mL THF. The mixed amine 
solution was added to polymer solution. After 3 hours, additional 0.2 equivalent of 
mixed amine was added to the reaction mixture to ensure the full substitution of PFP 
group. The completion of reaction was followed by FTIR. The polymer was purified by 
dialyzing the mixture against DCM/MeOH mixture using dialysis membrane (MWCO: 
3500 Da). The polymer was afforded after concentrate and dry on vacuum. Yield 74 %: 
x/y=0.53/0.47 (calculated from NMR). 
 
Figure 3.7 1HNMR spectra of polymer 2a 
 Synthesis of polymer 2b 
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To 1mL DCM solution containing 300mg of polymer 2a, 1mL of TFA was added. The 
mixture was stirring overnight. The reaction mixture was concentrated before 
precipitation in cold ethyl ether. The precipitate was further rinsed with ethyl ether 
twice.  The precipitate was vacuum dried to get pure polymer. Yield 90%. 
 
Figure 3.8 1HNMR spectra of polymer 2b 
 Synthesis of polymer 2 
Triethylamine (900uL, 6.435 mmol) was added to polymer 2b (150 mg, 0.429 
mmol repeat unit) solution in 1 mL DMF followed by the addition of 3, 4, 5, 6-
Tetrahydrophthalic anhydride (195.6 mg, 1.287 mmol). The reaction was kept overnight 
to be completed. The polymer was purified by dialysis against MeOH. Pure polymer 2 




Figure 3.9 1HNMR spectra of polymer 2 
 Nanogel preparation and Nile red encapsulation 
Polymer 1 was dissolved in water directly to make 10 mg/mL solution. 1 mL of 
polymer solution was placed in a glass vial.  1wt% of Nile red solution (20uL) in 
acetone was added to the vial, then 0.8 mg of DTT was added to polymer solution under 
stirring. The cross-linking reaction was allowed to proceed overnight. Then, the solution 
was dialyzed against water followed by filtrate through the syringe filter (0.4 um). The 
final concentration of nanogel was fixed to 2.5 mg/mL by adding water.      
 Nanogel/polyanion complex formation 
The prepared nanogel was added with calculated amount of thiol functionalized 
fluorescein. The conjugation was evident by the release of pyridinethione by UV-vis 
spectroscopy. Then the unreacted dye was removed by dialysis.   
 Nanogel/polyanion complex formation 
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400 uL of nanogel solution was diluted to make 1mg/mL solution (pH 9) where 
desired volume of 10 mg/mL polyanion (pH 9) was added dropwise under stirring. The 
mixture was allowed to stir for 30min. Excess polyanion was removed by ultrafiltration 
using membrane (MWCO. 100 kDa).  
 
Figure 3.10 Zeta potentials of mixture of low pH treated polymer 2 with positively 
charged nanogel 
























Figure 3.11 Zeta potential evolution of nanogel complex under various pHs 
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POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITE FOR CODELIVERY OF HYDROPHOBIC  
AND HYDROPHILIC CARGOS  
4.1 Introduction 
Drug resistance is a notorious effect which greatly reduces the therapeutic 
index.1-4 A promising solution to address this issue is to co-administrate multiple drugs 
which act in different mechanisms.5,6 One of critical factors that influence the 
therapeutic index of this cocktail therapy is the ratio of drugs.7 Ratios of drugs will 
largely deviate from feeding dose when they reach the targeted sites due to the 
differential pharmacokinetics. However, the drug ratio can be perfectly retained if they 
are encapsulated in a single delivery carrier.  
One can encapsulate either both hydrophobic cargos in a single supramolecular 
assembly. However, simultaneously co-encapsulating hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
cargos in a single system is still challenging due to distinct requirements on assembly 
morphology for the two types of guest molecules. Thus, there are not only application 
driven motivations but also fundamental interest on developing nanostructures for 
simultaneous encapsulation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic cargos.  Typically, water 
dispersible micelles are utilized as a carrier to encapsulate hydrophobic cargos that can 
sequester in hydrophobic cores for biological application.8-12 On the contrary, inverse 
micelles which have hydrophilic cores offer an opportunity to encapsulate hydrophilic 
cargos though they are insoluble in water.13-16  
Here, we proposed a water dispersible micelle/inverse micelle complex 
capturing host-guest features from both micelle and inverse micelle for simultaneous 
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hydrophilic and hydrophobic guest encapsulation. We stipulate that such a complex can 
be achieved by coating a layer of amphiphilic diblock copolymer onto cross-linked 
inverse micelles via hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction (Scheme 4.1). Cross-linked 
inverse micelles can be loaded with hydrophilic cargos, while the hydrophobic 
interfacial layer provides an additional opportunity to load the hydrophobic cargos. The 
complex is design in such a way that hydrophobic interfacial layer disassembles at 
lower pH to release hydrophobic cargo and liberate the crosslinked inverse micelles 
which further disintegrate to release hydrophilic cargos in reducing environment.   We 
envision, by this design, the complex will capture the features including: i) co-
encapsulation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic cargos; ii) pH-responsive disassociation 
of complex for hydrophilic cargo release; iii) redox-responsive disintegration of 
crosslinked inverse micelle for hydrophobic cargo release. 
 
Scheme 4.1.: Amphiphilic polymer/crosslinked inverse micelles complex for codelivery 
of hydrophilic and hydrophobic cargos 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 Design and Synthesis 
The structures of precursor (P1) for inverse micelles (NP1), waist crosslinked 
inverse micelle (NP2) and the amphiphilic coating polymer (P2) are all shown in 
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Scheme 4.2. P1 comprises three blocks. The first block is a hydrophobic 
diisopropylamino ethylmethacrylate (DIPEMA)  block which can be protonated and 
positively charged at low pH. The middle block of the polymer is a reactive 
pyridinyldisulfide ethylmethacrylate (PDSEMA) block serving as a hydrophobic and 
crosslinkable component that will be further used as a handle to stabilize the inverse 
micelles. The last block is a carboxylate block which is hydrophilic and drives the 
whole polymer to form assembly in organic solvent.  The triblock copolymer is 
expected to solubilize in toluene and form inverse micelle (NP1) in which DIPEMA 
block presenting in exterior surface will be connect to methacrylic acid block forming 
interior by PDSEMA block as waist.  The hydrophilic core of the inverse micelles 
provides capability for hydrophilic cargo encapsulation. The inverse micellar structure 
can be further stabilized by chemical crosslink middle PDSEMA block via forming 
disulfide bond to form waist crosslinked inverse micelles (NP2).17,18  
 
Scheme 4.2.: Representation of polymer/crosslinked inverse micelles complex complex 
and corresponding molecular design 
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The amphiphilic coating polymer, P2 is a diblock copolymer composed of water 
dispersible polyoligoethyleneglycol block and a pH responsive diisopropylamino 
ethylmethacrylate block.   DIPEMA block on P2 is expected to co-assemble with the 
hydrophobic DIPEMA block on the exterior of NP2 via a hydrophobic interaction to 
form a polymer coated waist crosslinked inverse micelles (NP3).  NP3 formed by 
hydrophobic coating captures the water dispersibility and capability of encapsulating 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic cargo simultaneously.  It has to be note that the blocks that 
compose the interfacial from P2 and NP3 are the same DIPEMA blocks which will be 
protonated at low pH and positively charged.19-23 Charge repulsion between protonated 
P2 and NP3 becomes a driving force for the complex to disassemble and release the 
hydrophobic cargo from the interfacial layer.  As a consequence of disassembly, the 
protonated NP3 will be also liberated from the complex and ready to release the loaded 
hydrophobic cargos in reducing condition due to the cleavage of disulfide crosslinks.  
 
Scheme 4.3.: Triblock copolymer(P1-c) prepared by sequential RAFT polymerization 
Triblock copolymer, P1 was prepared by sequential RAFT polymerization of 
DIPEMA, PDSMA and tetrahydropyran protected methacrylic acid (THPMA) followed 
by a TFA deprotection which was shown in the scheme 4.3.   Briefly, the 
polymerization of DIPEMA was initiated by AIBN using 4-cyano-4-
[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) sulfanyl] pentanoic acid as chain transfer agent to afford 
P1-a with Mn of 7.0 kDa and Ð of 1.12 (Figure 4.1). Then, P1-a was further used as 
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macromolecular chain transfer agent for RAFT polymerization of PDSEMA to get 
diblock copolymer chain transfer agent, P1-b.  This chain extension was confirmed by 
the increase of Mn from 7 kDa to 11.3 kDa after polymerization. The observation of new 
NMR signals from 7.0 ppm to 8.6 ppm that correspond to aromatic protons in PDSEMA 
and color coded in Figure 4.1 further supports successful block copolymerization of 
PDSEMA. Additionally, characteristic peak at 1560 cm-1 that can be assigned to C=C 
stretching was also found in the spectrum of P1-b.   
 
Figure 4.1. Sequential RAFT polymerization to prepare triblock copolymer: a) NMR 
spectra of polymers; b) FT-IR spectra of polymers; c) GPC trace of polymers.  
The protected triblock copolymer, P1-c, was synthesized by RAFT 
polymerization of THPMA using P1-b as chain transfer agent. As shown in Figure 4.1, 
the concurrent observation of both molecular weight increase and appearance of 
corresponding feature peaks that attributed to THPMA moieties in NMR and FTIR 
suggests successful synthesis of P1-c. Figure 4.2 shows the deprotection of P1-c in the 
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presence of TFA to afford targeted triblock copolymer, P1. The fact that only peaks at 
5.8 ppm and 3.6 ppm which belong to THP disappear while other peaks remain 
unchanged after TFA treatment indicates the removal of THP group from P1-c.  
 
Figure 4.2. Preparation of P1: a) TFA deprotection of P1-c; b) NMR spectrum of 
triblock copolymers.  
 
Figure 4.3: Preparation of diblock copolymer, P2. a) polymerization scheme; b) NMR 
spectra of P2-a and P2; c) GPC traces of P2-a and P2. 
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Similarly, diblock copolymer, P2 was also synthesized by sequential RAFT 
polymerization as shown in Figure 4.3 a. P2-a with Mn of 4.6 kDa was first synthesized 
and used as macro chain transfer agent for RAFT polymerization of oligoethylene 
glycol monomethylether to get targeted diblock copolymer, P2 (Mn: 13.9 kDa, Ð:1.22). 
4.2.2 Inverse Micelle and Complex Formation via Hydrophobic Interaction 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Uv-vis absorption spectrum of calcein in toluene and P2 toluene solution. 
We resort to prepared the crosslinked inverse micelles that is capable of 
encapsulate hydrophilic cargos. Here, calcein, a water soluble dye was used as a model 
of hydrophilic guest molecule. Then, P2 toluene solution with calcein was sonicated 
followed by crosslinking using dithiothreitol (DTT). The encapsulation and crosslinking 
can be monitored by UV-vis absorption spectrum.24 Calcein is supposed to have no 
absorption in toluene because is insoluble. This is what we exactly observed in Figure 
4.4.  However, when calcein was mixed with P2 toluene solution significant 
enhancement on calcein absorption at 507 nm was observed. This observation suggests 
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the encapsulation of calcein in the inverse micelles of P2. The crosslinking of the 
inverse micelles is also evidenced by absorption at 375 nm which is attributed to 
pyridinethione, the by-product of disulfide crosslinking.  
 
Figure 4.5: Changes on a) size and b) zeta potential of cross-linked inverse micelle 
before and after hydrophobic coating using miscible solvents (THF/H2O). 
Next, we are interesting in co-assembling crosslinked inverse micelles (NP2) 
with amphiphilic diblock copolymer (P2).  First, NP2 was reconstituted in THF from 
toluene through solvent exchange.  Then, NP2 solution in THF was mixted with P2 
solution in water followed by evaporating the THF in the air. The slow evaporation of 
THF allows P2 to assemble onto NP2 to form complex NP3.  We envision that after 
coating a layer of block copolymer onto NP2 the size of the particle will increase and 
the surface charge of NP3 will become neutral due to the coverage of PEG chains.  This 
coating process can be followed by size and surface charge changes on assemblies 
shown in Figure 4.5 as what we reported previously.24 The size of calcein loaded 
crosslinked inverse micelle, NP2 was found to be 42 nm in THF solution.  After coating 
with P2, the size of the particle increased to 60 nm which is also much larger than size 
of coating polymer itself (28 nm) indicating the formation of P2/NP2 complex. Since 
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PEG chains are covering on the exterior of NP3 the surface charge of NP3 should be 
closed to neutral. Indeed, the zeta potential of NP3 measured was -3 mV.   
We proposed that protonation of diisopropyl amino group on both P2 and NP2 
generates positive charges at low pH building up charge repulsion between protonated 
P2 and NP2, thus drives the disassembly of the complex.  To test this hypothesis, the 
zeta potential and size was observed upon lowering the solution pH. The size of 
complex turns back to ~ 40 nm after pH decreases to 5.5. To further confirm that this 
size is truly representing crosslinked inverse micelles revealed from the complex, the 
crosslinked inverse micelles (NP2) was directly acidified to give protonated NP2 which 
is expected to have same size of the particle that was liberated from the complex.  DLS 
measurement turns out that the acidified NP2 does have similar size at ~ 40 nm. In 
addition, upon lowering pH, zeta potential of NP3 changes to +28 mV which is closed 
to that of acidified NP2.  The observation of size and zeta potential changes over the pH 
manipulation clearly supports the occurrence of the hydrophobic coating and decoating.   
The second formulation method we try to do hydrophobic coating is using 
immiscible solvent combination.  The co-assembly of empty NP2 and P2 was carried 
out in dichloromethane (DCM) and water mixture followed by evaporation of DCM.  
Similarly, coating and decoating process was monitored by size and zeta potential 
changes. In this case, NP2 without cargo loading has a size of ~27 nm in DCM. As 
shown in Figure 4.6, size of particle increases to 50 nm after coating with P2. The zeta 
potential of the complex was also found to be neutral.  In addition, the size of complex 
changes back to about ~24 nm and zeta potential becomes +30 mV upon lowering pH to 




Figure 4.6.: Changes on a) size and b) zeta potential of cross-linked inverse micelle 
before and after hydrophobic coating using immiscible solvents (DCM/H2O) 
It has to be noted that leakage of calcein from the complex was observed during 
the complex formation when miscible solvents were used.  The possible reason can be 
that THF and water is miscible and together can greatly solvate the crosslinked inverse 
micelle allowing calcein to diffuse into bulk solution from the core of inverse micelle. 
For this reason, the followed experiment was performed using particles that produced 
by immiscible solvent system.  
4.2.3 Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Cargos Coencapsulation and Release 
We are resorting to encapsulate the hydrophobic cargos into the interfacial 
hyodrophobic layer in polymer/crosslinked inverse micelles complex. To test the 
capability of loading cargos into this coating layer, we designed a fluorescence 
quenching based experiment. Briefly, the exterior surface of the crosslinked inverse 
micelle was covalently labeled by pyrene which is expected to reside in the interfacial 
layer after hydrophobic coating.  Then, benzophenone which is quencher for pyrene was 
added to the complex. We envision that benzophenone can sequester into the 
hydrophobic interfacial layer and quench the fluorescence of pyrene based on energy 
transfer induced quenching mechanism. NP2 was labelled by reacting with 1-
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(bromoactyl) pyrene. The reaction was confirmed by the observation of blue shift on 
pyrene absorption and fluorescence recovery (Figure 4.7).  Pyrene labelled NP2 was 
further co-assembled with P2 to form complex. The fluorescence of the complex was 
monitored with benzophenone titration Figure 6c.  Indeed, we do observe increasing 
fluorescence quenching upon increasing benzophenone concentration. This suggests the 
interfacial layer can be utilized for hydrophobic guest encapsulation.  
 
Figure 4.7: Encapsulation of hydrophilic cargo in interfacial layer. a)fluorescently 
labelling on NP2; b) absorption and c) fluorescence spectrum of pyrene and pyrene 
labelled NP2; d) benzophenone titration on pyrene labelled complex  (NP3). 
Next, we are very interested in co-encapsulating hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
cargo in the complex and investigate stimuli-triggered cargo release from the complex. 
A water soluble dye, crystal violet (CV) was first loaded into cross-linked inverse 
micelle. A hydrophobic cyanine dye, DiO was then encapsulated to the interfacial layer 
in situ during the complex formation. The release of hydrophobic and hydrophilic cargo 
upon low pH and redox treatment was investigated simultaneously (Figure 4.8). Both 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic cargo encapsulation in pH 7.4 non-reducing condition is 
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stable.  When the complex was subjected to reducing environment at pH 7.4, a limited 
amount of release of both DiO and CV was observed. The slight release is 
understandable because even crosslinked inverse micelles is disintegrated the interfacial 
layer is still intact and hydrophobic enough to hold DiO and prevent CV from diffusing 
to bulk solvent. About 80% of DiO release was found at pH 5.4 non-reducing condition 
because the interfacial coating layer is protonated and disassembles. This indicates that 
the hydrophobic cargo can be independently released without significantly affecting the 
encapsulation of hydrophilic cargo. Even though the crosslinked inverse micelle is also 
protonated the crosslinked middle block are still intact serving as hydrophobic barrier 
for CV release. Consequently, only low CV release was found at pH 5.4 non-reducing 
condition.  Finally, it is grateful to observe significant release of both DiO and CV at 
pH 5.4 solution with 10 mM GSH.   It is important to note that high percentage release 
of both DiO and CV is due to the complete disruption of interfacial layer and 
disintegration of crosslinked inverse micelle. The fact that observed release profiles of 
DiO and are distinct CV in different pH and redox combination further evidences the 
complex formation by hydrophobic coating strategy.  
 
Figure 4.8.: pH and redox triggered cargo release. a) Hydrophobic DiO release, b) 




In summary, a nanoscopic complex has been developed by coating crosslinked 
inverse micelle with amphiphilic diblock copolymer through hydrophobic interactions. 
We have shown that i) the crosslinked inverse micelle is able ot encapsulate hydrophilic 
cargo; ii) the interfacial layer formed via hydrophobic coating endows the co-assembled 
nanocomplex capability of hydrophobic cargo encapsulation; iii) the interfacial layer 
undergoes protonation causing disassembly of nanocomplex in respond to low pH;  iv) 
redox-responsive disintegration of inverse crosslinked micelle triggers hydrophilic 
cargo release.  We believe the concept of hydrophobic coating can be widely applied to 
other nanomaterials and the designed complex can be utilized for a variety of drug 
delivery applications including combinational therapy, multistage delivery 
4.4 Experimental 
 Materials and Methods 
Unless mentioned, all chemicals were used as received from Sigma-Aldrich.  
1H-NMR spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer while 19F-
NMR spectra were collected on a 300 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer. Molecular 
weight of the polymers was measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC, 
Waters) using a PMMA standard with a refractive index detector. THF was used as 
eluent with a flow rate of 1mL/min. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements 
were performed using a Malvern Nanozetasizer. FTIR spectra were recorded on a 
Perkin Elmer spectrometer.Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were 
taken using a JEOL 100CX at 100 KV. 
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 Synthesis of P1-a 
 
A mixture of DIPEAMA (1.50 g, 7.03 mmol), AIBN (2.20 mg, 0.0134 mmol) 
and 4-cyano-4-[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) sulfanyl] pentanoic acid (54.1 mg, 0.134 
mmol) in 1.5 mL toluene was freeze-pump-thaw for 3 times. Then the mixture was 
immersed in a preheated oil bath at 70 oC. The polymerization was quenched by cooling 
down in ice bath after 2 hours. Then the reaction mixture was concentrated and 
precipitated in hexane for 3 times to afford P-1a. GPC (THF) Mn: 7.0 kDa. PDI: 1.12. 
 
Figure 4.9: 1H NMR spectrum of P1-a 




P1-a (200 mg, 0.0286 mmol), PDSEMA (328 mg, 1.286 mmol) and AIBN 
(0.468 mg, 0.00286 mmol) were dissolved in 500 μL of dry THF. The mixture was 
freeze-pump-thaw for 3 times before heated at 65 oC. The polymerization was quenched 
after 150 minutes. Polymerization mixture was concentrated before it was precipitated 
in hexane. Then the precipitate was redissolved in DCM and precipitated in MeOH for 
twice. P1-b was obtained after drying the precipitate. GPC (THF) Mn: 11.3 kDa. PDI: 
1.18. 
 
Figure 4.10: 1H NMR spectrum of P1-b 




Similarly, a mixture of P1-b (140 mg, 0.0124 mmol), THPMA (126 mg, 0.743 
mmol) and AIBN (0.203 mg, 0.00124 mmol) in 200 μL of dry THF was freeze-pump-
thaw for 3 times. The mixture was then heated at 63 oC preheated oil bath for 2 hours 
before it was quenched in ice bath.  The reaction mixture was concentrated and 
precipitated in MeOH for 3 times to afford P1-c.  GPC (THF) Mn: 14.0 kDa. PDI: 1.20. 
 
Figure 4.11: 1H NMR spectrum of P1-c 


























140 mg of P1-c was dissolved in 1 mL of DCM followed by the addition of 0.1 
mL of trifluoroacetic acid. Ater the mixture became gel 1 mL of MeOH was added to 
redissolve the gel. The reaction mixture was concentrated after 5 hours followed by 
precipitated in diethylether for 3 times to afford P1.  
 
Figure 4.12: 1H NMR spectrum of P1 




A mixture of DIPEAMA (1.0 g, 4.68 mmol), AIBN (3.08 mg, 0.0187 mmol) and 
4-cyano-4-[(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl) sulfanyl] pentanoic acid (75.7 mg, 0.187 
mmol) in 3 mL 1,4-dioxane was freeze-pump-thaw for 3 times. Then the mixture was 
immersed in a preheated oil bath at 70 oC. The polymerization was quenched by cooling 
down in ice bath after 5 hours. Then the reaction mixture was concentrated and 
precipitated in hexane for 3 times to afford P-2a. GPC (THF) Mn: 4.6 kDa. PDI: 1.12. 
 
Figure 4.13: 1H NMR of P2-a 




A mixture of P2-A (150 mg, 0.0328 mmol), OEGMA (389 mg, 0.820 mmol) 
and AIBN (0.538 mg, 0.00328 mmol) in 1.5 mL of dry THF was freeze-pump-thaw for 
3 times. The mixture was then heated at 70 oC preheated oil bath for 12 hours before it 
was quenched in ice bath.  The reaction mixture was concentrated and precipitated in 
hexanes for 3 times to afford P2.  GPC (THF) Mn: 13.9 kDa. PDI: 1.22. 
 
Figure 4.14: 1H NMR of P2 
 Synthesis of crosslinked inverse micelles 
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2 mL of toluene was added to 5 mg of P1 followed by the addition of 2 μL of 
water. Then 0.2 mg of hydrophilic cargo (calcein or crystal violet) was added to the 
mixture. The mixture was sonicated for 20 minutes then placed in 50 oC water bath. 
Then, 0.5 mg of DTT was added to crosslink the inverse micelle for 3 hours. Then 
reaction mixture was dialysze against THF or DCM for 24 hours. The solution was 
taken out from the dialysis bag and filtered using 0.4 μm syringe filters. The volume of 
solution was finalized to 4 mL.   
 Complex formation in THF 
1.6 mL of crosslinked inverse micelle was added with 400 μL of P2 (5mg/mL in 
water). To the mixture, 40 μL of DiO (1mg/mL in THF) was added. Then the mixture in 
a vail was stirred at room temperature with the cap opened to evaporate THF overnight. 
The unloaded DiO was removed by syringe filteration using 0.4 μm filter.  
 Complex formation in DCM 
2 mL of crosslinked crosslinked inverse micelle in DCM was mixed 15 mL of 
P2 (3.75 mg) solution in which 1.5 mg of Crystal violet was dissolved. The mixture was 
sonicated for 30 minutes. DCM was removed by rotovaping for 30 minutes. Then the 
solution was purified by ultra centrifuge to remove free Crystal violet using membrane 
(MWCO: 30,000 Da).  The volume of Crystal violet loaded complex solution was 
finalized to 2.5 mL. 
 Encapsulation of DiO into complex 
To 2 mL of complex solution 25 uL of 2 mg/mL DiO in acetone was added.  
Then acetone was removed by stirring for overnight. The free DiO was removed by 
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VESIGELS: A VERSATILE CLASS OF VESICULAR NANOASSEMBLIES VIA 
AN ad hoc ELECTROSTATIC SELF-ASSEMBLY APPROACH 
5.1 Introduction 
Vesicles are fascinating supramolecular assemblies, because these mimic the 
cellular membranes in their simplest form.  In a classical definition, a vesicular 
membrane separates the interior of a fluid-containing sac from the bulk fluid.  The 
underlying molecular design challenge to form a vesicular assembly dramatically 
increases, when the environment of the interior and the exterior are identical.  When 
these are based on aqueous environment, these assemblies can be useful in a variety of 
applications including drug delivery vehicles, diagnostics, nanoreactors and even 
artificial organelles.1-4  Inspired by nature’s use of the balanced presentation of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups with appropriate packing geometries, liposomes 
have been designed for use in a variety of applications.5,6  Polymersomes, polymeric 
versions of these assemblies, have also been reported in an effort to enhance the 
colloidal stability of these assemblies and systematically tune their membrane 
properties.7-9   
While both liposomes and polymersomes have made a tremendous impact, 
versatile new assemblies that address the key shortcomings of these assemblies will 
have substantial impact in several nanotechnology applications.  For example, it is 
critical in many of the applications, including those exemplified above, that the 
assemblies: (i) remain morphologically stable upon extensive dilution or upon change in 
environmental conditions; (ii) are able to accommodate introduction of surface 
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functional groups; (iii) can efficiently bind to guest molecules and thus act as host 
assemblies; and (iv) stably encapsulate these guest molecules until they are triggered by 
a specific change in environmental conditions.  The challenges involved in satisfying 
each of these features need to be understood to fully inspire the current work.  Since the 
classical vesicles are entirely based on non-covalent forces, they are prone to significant 
morphological changes especially (e.g. during dialysis, where significant change in 
solvent composition occurs during the polymersome formation).3 The non-covalent 
nature of these systems sometimes even render them prone to disassembly upon dilution 
or exposure to different surroundings.10 Similarly, functionalization of the consituent 
amphiphilic molecules, such as with specific ligands or antibodies, can substantially 
change the hydrophilic lipophilic balance (HLB) of the precursor polymer resulting in 
loss of fidelity of the assembly.11  Finally, the ability for these assemblies to play host 
for guest molecules play a unique set of challenges as well.  It is critical that the 
membrane generated by the amphiphilic molecules provide a strong barrier for 
molecular leakage once they are bound, but the same feature also complicates the ability 
of these assemblies to sequester the guest molecules in the first place.  Therefore, it is 
desirable that assemblies are designed such that they will be able to stably bind guest 
molecules in the initial environment and then release them in response to specific target 
environment.  There have been several systems, where each of these challenges has 
been addressed independently.12-18  
In this work, we target a simple, robust, and predictably tunable self-assembling 
system that concurrently addresses all these challenges.  In this context, we disclose a 
novel class of crosslinked nanoparticles with vesicle-like structure, which we name 
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VesiGels shown in Scheme 5.1. These assemblies are formed by utilizing ad hoc 
electrostatic interactions as the basis for the formation of tunable vesicular assemblies, 
the essence of which are captured through a covalent crosslinking reaction.  By way of 
addressing the outstanding challenges outlined above, this robust nanoscale platform 
features the following characteristics: (i) these equilibrium assemblies are obtained in 
the aqueous phase without the need for extensive processing; (ii) the size of the 
assemblies are conveniently tunable; (iii) the assemblies accommodate the 
incorporation of a variety surface functionalities; (iv) functionalization capabilities can 
be extended to the corona and membrane; (vi) these vesicles are capable of stably 
encapsulating hydrophobic and hydrophilic guest molecules, including proteins; and (v) 
these encapsulated guest molecules can be released in response to a specific stimulus. 
 
Scheme 5.1: Vesiclular assembly driven by ad hoc electrostatic interaction and 
stabilized by covalent crosslinking 
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5.2 Result and Discussion 
5.2.1 Design and Synthesis 
Our strategy is to generate a vesicular assembly, where the morphological 
stability and the membrane barrier for robust guest encapsulation are ultimately 
achieved by forces other than hydrophobicity.   However, we target the self-assembly 
itself using hydrophobic driving forces.  To this end, we designed a simple 
homopolymer that can be temporarily converted to an amphiphilic hompolymer, the 
self-assembly of which can be driven by electrostatics.  The general structure of the 
targeted amphiphilic polymer, which contains a mildly hydrophobic and reactive 




























































4 P2  
Scheme 5.2: Synthesis of ionic homopolymers via one-pot post-modification 
Syntheses of these polymers were achieved from a common precursor 
homopolymer poly(thiolactoneacrylamide), 1, which contains an acrylamide monomer 
with a homocysteine-based γ-thiolactone moiety.  We then take advantage of the fidelity 
of the thiolactone ring opening reaction to prepare the targeted amphiphilic 
homopolymer in a one-pot reaction (Scheme 5.2).19,20 For example, an anionic 
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hompolymer was synthesized by the ring opening reaction of the thiolactone moiety 
with a β-alanine-t-butyl ester, where the resultant thiol moiety was captured in the same 
pot by treating with an excess of aldrithiol.  Removal of the t-butyl protecting group 
using TFA gives the targeted amphiphilic homopolymer.  A similar one-pot strategy 
was also used for synthesizing amphiphilic homopolymers with cationic headgroups 
(Scheme 5.2). 
5.2.2 ad hoc Electrostatics for Self-Assembly and Crosslinking for Morphological 
stabilization  
Next, we were interested in self-assembly of these polymers in the presence of 
divalent counterions.  We were inspired by the fact that a mixture of single-tailed small 
molecule surfactants with oppositely charged head groups can form the so-called 
catanionic vesicles.21,22  Similarly, valency of counterions have been shown to influence 
assembly morphologies.23-26 These observations suggest that geometry alterations 
caused by complexation between hydrophilic head groups can greatly alter the 
morphology of the assembly, which is consistent with the Iraelachvili’s packing model5 
developed for small amphiphilic molecules.  We envisaged the possibility of directing 
the amphiphilic homopolymers above to self-assemble to form vesicles in the presence 
of divalent ions, lock the resultant self-assembled structure, and thus stabilize the 
assembly even upon removal of the electrostatic driving force.   
Accordingly, the cationic polymer P1 was found to form polymersomes in the 
presence of with a low millimolar concentration of Na2HPO4.  At 1.5 mM concentration 
of Na2HPO4, the size of the assembly was found to be about 40 nm; this size increased 
to 90 nm, when the concentration of the divalent salt was increased to 2.5 mM (Figure 
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5.1a).  The assembled polymersome has a rather high density of pyridyl disulfide units, 
which can be induced to self-crosslink using a sub-stoichiometric amount of a reactive 
thiol, such as dithiothreitol (DTT).27,28 Addition of DTT is thus expected to covalently 
stabilize the vesicular morphology due to the ensuing crosslinking reaction.  This 
crosslinking can occur within the nanoassembly or there could be crosstalks among the 
assemblies.  The fact that the size of the crosslinked polymersome, the “VesiGel”, 
remains the same before and after crosslinking suggests that the crosslinking is 
predominantly intra-assembly (Figure 5.1b).  The size of the assemblies measured by 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) correlate very closely with those measured by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and by atomic force microscopy (AFM).  This 
also suggests that one can reasonably conclude that the morphologies observed in TEM 
are representative of the assemblies found in solution.  Indeed, the TEM images suggest 
that these self-assembled structures are vesicular in nature. 
 
Figure 5.1: Vesiclular assembly of P1 driven by Na2HPO4. a) salt concentration 
dependent size of assemblies before crosslinking; b) size of corresponding VesiGel; c) 




Figure 5.2: Vesiclular assembly of P2 driven by MgCl2. a) salt concentration dependent 
size of assemblies before crosslinking; b) size of corresponding VesiGel; c) TEM 
images of VesiGel (scale: 100 nm); d) AFM image of VesiGel (4.2 mM MgCl2). 
Similarly, when the anionic polymer P2 was used as a precursor, we used a 
divalent cation based salt MgCl2 to induce the formation of anionic polymersome, the 
morphology of which was confirmed by TEM shown in Figure 5.2. The size of this 
polymersome too was also found to be dependant on the concentration of the salt, with 
the sizes tunable size from ~45 nm to ~120 nm using a concentration of MgCl2 between 
2.4 and 4.8 mM.  The DTT-induced crosslinking of this anionic polymersome to form 
the corresponding VesiGel was also intraparticular, as indicated by the observation of 
similar particle size after and before crosslinking (Figure 5.2). To further confirm 
VesiGels do have vesicular structure, the radius of gyration (Rg) of these VesiGels were 
analyzed using static light scattering (SLS), to be compared with their hydrodynamic 
radius (Rh) obtained from DLS.  It turns out that Rg/Rh of VesiGels prepared using 2.4 
mM and 4.8 mM of MgCl2 were found to be 1.19 and 0.99 respectively. These Rg/Rh 




Figure 5.3: Salt species dependent vesiclular assembly of P1 a) size of the assembly; b) 
TEM images of VesiGels prepared from corresponding salts solution (scale: 100 nm) 
To further test the generality of this phenomenon, we tested the formation of the 
polymersomes in the presence of other divalent salts. The size of nanoassembly from P1 
in the presence of Na2SO4, Na2S2O3, and Na2SO3 was found to be significantly affected 
by the salt species (Figure 5.3). The morphologies of nanoassemblies obtained from 
these salts were all found to be vesicular from TEM.   
 
Figure 5.4: Salt species dependent vesiclular assembly of P2 a) size of the assembly; b) 
TEM images of VesiGels  
Similar to MgCl2, the influence of CaCl2 and BaCl2 on the self-assembly of P2 
was also assessed and vesicular structures were obtained in both cases (Figure 5.4).  
Similarly, the size of nanoassemblies of P1 and P2 in these salts solutions all increase 
with increasing salt concentration (Figure 5.10 and 5.11).  We had hypothesized that the 
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effect of the divalent salt is due to the in situ bridging of the head groups resulting the in 
the formation of the vesicular assembly.   
Alternatively, this effect could be simply a manifestation of increased ionic 
strength of the solution.  To test this, effect of monovalent salts on the self-assembly of 
both polymers was also investigated.  Nanostructures of ~6 nm were consistently 
obtained in the presence of monovalent salts (Figure 5.3a & Figure 5.4a).  The very 
small size of the assembly suggest that these could be due to the collapse of a single 
chain, the crosslinking of which affords single chain nanoparticles.30   It is worth noting 
that the morphology of the assembly did not change, even when the concentration of 
monovalent salts were much higher than that of divalent salts (4-5 times). It is clear that 
the salts having divalent counter ions to corresponding polymers remarkably affect their 
self-assemble. The observation of divalent counterions mediation is required for these 
polymers to form polymersomes suggest that salt-bridge plays a key role. 
5.2.3 Mechanistic Investigation on Electrostatic Interaction Driven Assembly 
To further test whether the electrostatics-induced morphology is indeed due to 
the complexation of the counterions to the surface of the polymer, we carried out these 
experiments in the presence of couterions that are also fluorescence reporters.  We 
hypothesized that if these fluorescent counterions were bound to the polymer assembly, 
then the local concentration of the fluorophore around the polymer assembly would be 
higher than the global solution concentration in solution (Figure 5.5a).  If we then 
choose the fluorescent counterion such that it reports on this feature,31-33,11 then the ad 




Figure 5.5: Salt-bridging mechanism of ad hoc electrostatic interaction driven self-
assembly. a) illustration of salt-bridging mechanism probed by fluorescent counterion; 
b) fluorescencent spectra of opposite charged polymer/probe mixture; c) Uv-Vis spectra 
of opposite charged polymer/probe mixture; d) fluorescencent spectra of like-charge 
polymer/probe mixture; e) Uv-Vis spectra of like-charge polymer/probe mixture;   f) 
evolution on P1/calcein complex absorption spectrum titrated by Na2SO4; g) sevolution 
on P1/calcein complex  emission spectrum titrated by Na2SO4 . P1 and P2: 250 μg/mL, 
calcein: 5μM, pyrene: 15μM.; h. photographs of  P1 and calcein solution before and 
after mixing; i) photographs of P2 and pyrene before and after mixing. 
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To this end, we used calcein as the multi-anionic counterion for the polymer P1.  
Closely packed calcein molecules due to complexation with the polymer, i.e. increased 
local concentration of the dye molecule, can result in significant self-quenching.  
Indeed, when calcein was used as the counterion, the fluorescence of the solution in the 
presence of the polymer was significantly quenched compared to an absorbance-
matched solution of calcein in the absence of the polymer (Figure 5.5b).  In addition, we 
also noted that there is a red-shift in the absorbance spectrum of calcein, indicating 
polymer-induced aggregation of calcein (Figure 5.5c).  Similarly, we used a lysine-
modified pyrene as the dicationic dye molecule to complex with polymer P2.   Here too, 
the absorbance of pyrene was red-shifted in the presence of the polymer.  Local increase 
in concentration of pyrene can be read in the form of an excimer emission.  Indeed, an 
absorbance-matched solution of pyrene exhibits a significant excimer component in the 
presence of the polymer compared to that in the absence of polymer (Figure 5.5b).  To 
further confirm that these interactions are due to complementary electrostatics, cationic 
polymer P1 was mixed with the like-charged pyrene and the anionic polymer P2 was 
mixed with the like-charged calcein.  No change in spectroscopic behavior was 
observed in these combinations (Figure 5.5d & 5.5e). 
While the results above provide evidence that counterions are packed on the 
surface of these polymers, the nature of these counterions are very different and 
therefore might not be direct indicators of the phenomenon observed with inorganic 
divalent counterions.  Therefore, we probed the possibility of restoring the fluorescence 
of these probes in the presence of these inorganic divalent ions.  The hypothesis here is 
that at high salt concentrations used for the vesicular assembly above, the inorganic 
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divalent ions should be able to displace the multi-ionic fluorophores into solution and 
thus the solution should have its fluorescence restored.  Indeed, when a P1/calcein 
mixture was titrated with Na2SO4, a concentration-dependent evolution of calcein’s 
spectroscopic (both absorbance and the fluorescence) features towards that in bulk 
solution (Figure 5.5f & 5.5g). This molecular release phenomenon could also be due to 
the increase in ionic strength of the solution, where the binding interaction between 
calcein and the polymer is weakened.  We tested this possibility by increasing the ionic 
strength of the solution and the results show that the release does indeed have an ionic 
strength component (Figure 5.12).  However, the fluorescence recovery is incomplete 
when ionic strength is the only factor used, compared to the divalent ion.  We attribute 
this feature to the need for complexation between the counterion and the hydrophilic 
head groups in the polymer. 
5.2.4 Modeling Study on ad hoc Electrostatic Self-Assembly 
In order to obtain a molecular perspective on the amphiphilic polymers self-
assembly and on the role played by the divalent ions, we also challenged these issues by 
means of all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Since cationic and anionic 
polymers behave in the same way in the presence of oppositely charged divalent 
anions/cations, in this phase we focused only on anionic P2 polymers and Mg2+ and Na+ 
divalent and monovalent cations. First, we built a molecular model of a 10-mer P2 
amphiphilic polymer following the same procedure adopted recently for similar 
structures.34 The MD simulation (200 ns) of a single P2 chain in a solution containing 
explicit water molecules and Na+ ions provided an equilibrated configuration for the P2 




Figure 5.6: MD simulations of polymers self-assembly. (a) Starting and equilibrated 
snapshots taken from the MD simulation of a single P2 10-mer chain in solution. (b) 
Starting configuration of ten P2 chains. (c,d) Final configurations (200 ns) of the same 
system in (c) Na+  or (d) Mg2+ solution. The hydrophobic moieties of P2 are colored in 
purple, the hydrophilic groups are colored per-atom (C: grey, O: red, N: blue and H: 
white), Na+: green, Mg2+: red. Water molecules (O atoms) are colored in transparent 
cyan and the backbones of P2 polymers are represented as yellow spheres. (e) Number 
of P2 neighbors in space as a function of the distance (each P2 chain has a maximum of 
nine neighbors). (f) Self-assembly energy (∆Eass) as a function of simulation time 
(values per-monomer) 
As a next step, ten pre-equilibrated P2 10-mers were arranged in a simulation 
box and further re-solvated (Figure 3b). This complex system underwent 200 ns of MD 
simulation in two different conditions – i.e., in the presence of Na+ or rather Mg2+ ions 
in solution. The evolution of the systems during the MD runs demonstrated that divalent 
cations are necessary to trigger self-assembly of the polymers (Figures 5.6b-d). In 
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particular, starting from the same initial configuration (Figure 5.6b), the ten P2 chains 
disassembled in the presence of Na+, while they underwent stable self-assembly in the 
presence of divalent Mg2+. Figure 3e reports the number of P2 neighbors in the systems 
as a function of the distance calculated from the radial distribution functions (g(r)) of 
the P2 centres of mass. Previously demonstrated to be a useful descriptor of the self-
assembly stability,34-35 we also calculated from the MD simulations the self-assembly 
energy (∆Eass) for the system in the two different conditions where monovalent Na+ or 
divalent Mg2+ cations are present in solution.  The ∆Eass (per-monomer) values reported 
in Figure 3f for the system in the two conditions indicate that P2 self-assembly is 
strongly more favored in the presence of the divalent cation (by ≈4–5 kcal mol-1 per-
monomer). The same result is obtained also changing the 10-mers configurations and 
their number in the system, suggesting that while Mg2+ induces self-assembly in 
solution, the presence of monovalent Na+ has little effect on the monodispersity of the 
polymers. 
The average length of the amphiphilic chains in the experiments is ≈70 
monomers. The additional MD simulation (1 µs) of a single 70-mer P2 polymer chain 
in solution converged to an equilibrated size of Rg = 24.4 ± 1.2 Å, in optimal agreement 
with the DLS size for P2 measured in the real system. This result together with those 
presented above suggests that a divalent ion is indeed necessary to trigger self-assembly 
while a monovalent one does not produce any aggregation. Moreover, comparison 
between the simulated 10-mer and 70-mer P2 systems also show the same per-monomer 
energy for both systems in solution (enthalpy),36 demonstrating that the reduced 10-mer 




Figure 5.7: Modeling the effect of divalent ions. (a,b) Starting and equilibrated 
snapshots of the P2 bilayer model. The P2 10-mers are colored as in the previous figure, 
and the anionic surface groups (O atoms) are represented as red spheres. The Mg2+ are 
colored in black. (d,g,h) Starting and equilibrated snapshots of the P2 monolayer (d) and 
reverse bilayer system (g,h). (e) Distortion (root mean square deviation data, RMSD) of 
the system from the initial monolayer configuration. (c,f,i) Self-assembly energy 
(∆Eass) and self-assembly energy differences (∆∆Eass = ∆Eass(Mg2+) – ∆Eass(Na+)) 
in kcal mol-1 as a function of simulation time (values per-monomer). 
We then built a molecular model for a portion of vesicle composed of ten P2 
decamers arranged in a bilayer configuration. As previously done, this system was 
simulated in a water solution containing Na+ or Mg2+ cations (Figure 5.7a,b). Our MD 
simulations (200 ns) showed that the ideal bilayer configuration is preserved to a higher 
extent in the presence of the divalent cation. Moreover, comparison of the P2 self-
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assembly energies (∆Eass) in this case showed that the stabilizing effect of Mg2+ 
outscores that of monovalent Na+ by ≈8-10 kcal mol-1 per monomer (Figure 5.7c). This 
huge difference provides additional evidence that monovalent ions cannot stabilize the 
vesicular arrangement.  As a next step, we were then interested to understand why this 
happens, and to elucidate the remarkable role of the divalent ions.  
Initially, we hypothesized that divalent ions can interact with multiple charged 
groups of the polymers at the same time, presumably increasing surface rigidity in the 
aggregate, and promoting the formation of vesicles.  In this second phase we were thus 
mainly interested in exploring (i) the rigidity induced by divalent Mg2+ on the surface of 
the aggregate and (ii) their gluing action enabling formation of multi-layered structures. 
We challenged the first issue by creating a model of a monolayer composed of twelve 
P2 10-mers initially arranged as in Figure 4d. Computation allows studying molecular 
systems in conditions distant from the experimental ones, but, for this reason, such 
models can provide interesting cues on the behavior of the real system.37 The monolayer 
of Figure 4d is an intrinsically instable configuration for the P2 assembled system. 
Nevertheless, its evolution during the MD run allowed us to monitor the Mg2+–induced 
rigidity by monitoring how much the divalent ions stabilize the monolayer. The root 
mean square deviation (RMSD) data in Figure 4e quantifies the deviation of the systems 
from the initial monolayer structure during the MD run (200 ns). It is clear that the 
divalent ions preserve the monolayer configuration to a higher extent compared to 
monovalent Na+.  In this case, the difference in self-assembly energy (∆Eass) is 
increased by ≈12 kcal mol-1 per-monomer, indicating that the monolayer configuration 
is much more instable in the presence of monovalent Na+ than divalent Mg2+. 
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5.2.5 Post-Functionalization of VesiGel Exterior and Membrane 
Functional groups presented at the interface of nanoparticles and their 
interacting media have significant impact on their performance.  For example, the 
fidelity of nanoparticles for most biomedical applications is dependent on their surface 
properties.  Therefore, the ability to functionalize the hydrophilic corona of the 
VesiGels gives us an opportunity to expand their repertoire in a variety of applications 
(Figure 5.8 a).   
 
Figure 5.8: VesiGel post-functionalization. a) schematic representation of VesiGel 
post-modification b) changes on the surface charge of VesiGels upon Pegylation; c) 
measurement of functionalizable amine by fluorescamine assay; d) absorbance 
evolution of FRET pair functionalized  VesiGel upon DTT treatment; e) emission 
evolution of FRET pair functionalized VesiGel upon DTT treatment. 
As a proof-of-concept, we developed a method for attaching polyethyleneglycol 
(PEG) moieties to the surface of both cationic and anionic VesiGels.  Accordingly, the 
amine-functionalized cationic VesiGels were treated with N-hydroxysuccinimide ester 
derived PEG-monomethyl ether.  Successful surface pegylation of the assembly was 
assessed by assessing the surface charge of these molecules.  As shown in Figure 5.8b, 
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the positively charged surface of the VesiGel changed to a neutral surface after the 
reaction with the pegylation.  To assess the accesibility of the amine moieties in the 
nanoassembly for pegylation, a fluorescamine assay was used.  Fluorescamine assay is 
used as reliable method to calculate the number of primary amine groups in proteins.38 
Based on fluorescamine assay and the theoretical number of amine moieties present in a 
solution, only ~40% of the amine moieties (14.7 nmol out of the 36.6 nmol present in 
solution) were considered functionalizable (Figure 5.8 c).  This result is attributed to the 
fact that the the membrane formed in these VesiGels prior to crosslinking are multi-
lamellar in nature and therefore a high percentage of the amine moieties are buried 
within the crosslinked membrane and are thus not accessible for fluorescamine.  This 
assertion is further supported by the fact that even though >60% of the amines are not 
functionalized with PEG moieties, the surface charge of the VesiGel has turned almost 
completely neutral.  By carrying out a fluorescamine assay of the post-pegylated 
VesiGel and comparing it with the pre-functionalized sample, we found that 86% of 
these amine moieties that were accessible to fluorescamines can be functionalized with 
PEG-moieties.  Similarly, we also demonstrated the post-functionalization of the 
anionic VesiGel using an EDC coupling with amine-terminated PEG, where the surface 
charge of the assembly changed from negative to neutral.   
To further demonstrate the versatility of the VesiGel platform for post-
functionalization, we demonstrate two independent functionalization handles for the 
VesiGel.  As shown above, the amino moiety in the cationic VesiGels and the 
carboxylic acid moiety in the anionic ones can be used.  In addition to these, the 
pyridyldisulfide moieties that are not used for the crosslinking of the nanoassembly are 
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also available for further functionalization.  To explore this possibility, the cationic 
VesiGel was first treated with a rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) and then with a 
thiol-terminated fluorescein (Figure 5.8 a).  After the reaction, the reaction mixture was 
subjected to extensive dialysis to remove any non-covalently absorbed dye molecule.  
Since rhodamine and fluorescein and FRET pairs, if these two molecules were to be 
functionalized on the membrane, then selective excitation fluorescein should 
concurrently produce emission from rhodamine.  This was indeed observed.  Moreover, 
note that fluorescein is attached to the polymersome using a reversible disulfide bond, 
whereas the rhodamine is functionalized as an amide.  Therefore, treatment of the 
VesiGel with an excess amount of thiol-based reducing agent such as DTT, should 
release the fluorescein causing the FRET to decrease.  This was indeed observed in 
Figure 5.7d, where the relative contribution of fluorescein’s emission increased with 
time, compared to that from rhodamine.  This increase in fluorescein emission was also 
accompanied by consistent decrease in the absorbance of the fluorescein (Figure 5.7e).  
This suggests that the observed increase in fluorescein emission could also be due to 
decreased self-quenching due to the DTT-induced cleavage of the disulfide bond.  In 
either case, the results show that the functionalities introduced using the disulfide 
moiety can be reversibly released from the nanoassembly, whereas the amine handle is 
used for a more robust functionalization of the VesiGel.  In addition to the fact that this 
approach provides complementary and convenient handles to multi-functionalize these 
nanoassemblies, his capability to functionalize both the surface and the membrane 
interior also endows these assemblies with the capability to modulate the interfacial 
interactions of these VesiGels as well as the opportunity to tune membrane 
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permeability, if needed.  Such capabilities for use in applications such as in 
nanoreactors with encapsulated catalysts, artificial organelle design, and drug delivery. 
5.2.6 Small Molecule Guest and Protein Encapsulation and Release 
The typical polymersome has the structural features of simultaneously 
possessing a hydrophobic wall and a hydrophilic lumen.  This feature allows for these 
assemblies to concurrently serve as a reservoir for both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
cargoes.  The current VesiGels not only feature the versatility to encapsulate 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules without any adverse effects on the assembly 
itself, but also release these molecules in response to a specific trigger.  
To test this possibility, we first encapsulated a hydrophobic spectroscopic probe 
within both the cationic and the anionic VesiGels.  DiI is a hydrophobic dye molecule 
that does not exhibit any solubility in aqueous solutions.  However, in the presence of 
the polymer precursor and the VesiGel formation, the molecule was found to be present 
in solution even after extensive dialysis.  The presence of the dye molecules in solution 
after the dialysis step not only shows that these dye molecules are not just dispersed on 
the surface of the VesiGels, but also that the encapsulation is stable over the entire 
dialysis period (48 hours).  To test whether this molecule, which is presumably 
encapsulated within the crosslinked membrane of the VesiGels, we treated these 
assemblies with a high concentration of DTT (5 mM) as the redox stimulus to break up 
the crossliking disulfide bonds and thus compromise the fidelity of the membrane 
(Figure 5.9 a).  Indeed, in both cases, the hydrophobic molecule was readily released 
upon exposure to DTT.  The kinetics of this release is quite fast, which is 
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understandable as the surface area of the encapsulating space for hydrophobic 
molecules is very high in a vesicular assembly. 
  
Figure 5.9: Host-guest properties of VesiGel. a) DiI release; b) R6G release from 
cationic VesiGel followed by fluorescence; c) calcein released from anionic VesiGel 
followed by fluorescence; d) schematic representation of accessibility of lysozyme to 
trypsin digestion (top) and lysozyme trypsinization monitored by MALDI. 
Next, we were interested in testing whether hydrophilic molecules can be 
similarly encapsulated within these polymersomes and be released in response to the 
redox stimulus.  To test this possibility, cationic and anionic VesiGels were formed in 
the presence of like-charged fluorescent reporters, viz. rhodamine 6G and calcein.  The 
choice of the like-charged fluorophores was based on the fact that we were interested in 
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evaluating the possibility of the host polymer assembly engulfing these guest molecules 
in situ without the need for any specific or non-specific interaction between them.  After 
assembling the VesiGels in the presence of these dye molecules and extensive dialysis, 
the fluorescence solution of the spectra of the resultant solutions were compared with 
those from that of absorbance-matched aqueous solutions of these dye molecules in the 
absence of the polymer assembly.  The difference between these two solutions is the 
local concentration of the fluorophores and therefore the emission is quenched in cases 
where the fluorophore is encapsulated in the assembly.  The possibility of releasing 
these dye molecules in response to the redox stimulus (DTT) was evaluated by 
analyzing whether the fluorescence recovers in the presence of this trigger.  Indeed, in 
both cases, there was a significant temporal increase in the emission intensity in the 
presence of 5 mM of DTT (Figure 5.9b,c).  
The repertoire of this polymersome assembly would be even higher, if the 
hydrophilic molecule encapsulation is expanded to biological macromolecules.  To test 
this possibility, lysozyme (Mw: 14 kDa, pI 11.4) was encapsulated into cationic 
VesiGels using the same protocol as that used for hydrophilic small molecules.  After 
dialysis, we tested the encapsulation of the protein by subjecting the combination to a 
tryptic digest, which was then analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Figure 
5.9d).  Comparison of the mass spectra with the digested free protein shows that the 
peaks that correspond to the peptide fragments of lysozyme were present in very small 
amounts in the VesiGel solution.  This suggests that only a very small amount of 
surface-bound lysozyme is present in the solution.  When the same solution was 
subjected to redox-triggered cleavage using DTT, the intensity of the lysozyme-based 
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peptide fragments (peaks with m/z of 1045.5, 1428.7, 1675.8 and 1753.8 corresponding 
to GTDVQAWIR, FESNFNTQATNR, IVSDGNGMNAWVAWR, and 
NTDGSTDYGILQINSR) dramatically increased.  These results were taken to suggest 
that lysozyme was indeed encapsulated and this protein was released from the VesiGel 
in response to the redox stimulus.   To further demonstrate the versatility of protein 
encapsulation, myoglobin (Mw: 17.2 kDa, pI: 7.2) was chosen to load into cationic 
VesiGels. Encapsulation of myoglobin after removal of free myoglobin was followed 
by measuring the absorbance of myoglobin at 408 nm attributed to the porphyrin 
absorption (Figure 5.13). By fitting the calibration curve generating by pure myoglobin 
solution, 3 wt% of myoglobin can be encapsulated in the VesiGel. Similarly, FITC 
labelled bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Mw: 66.4 kDa pI: 4.9) was also successfully 
encapsulated into anionic VesiGel evident by the observation of FITC from the 
absorption spectrum (Figure 5.14).  Note that lysozyme is a cationic protein based on its 
overall surface charge and BSA is an anionic protein and these are encapsulated in like-
charged cationic and anionic VesiGels respectively.  These suggest that the observed 
encapsulation is not due to electrostatic complexation between the polymer and the 
protein.  Also, myoglobin is a neutral protein.  Taken together, these suggest that a 
broad range of hydrophilic proteins can be encapsulated in the membrane crosslinked 
polymersomes, which are then released in response to the redox trigger. 
5.3 Summary 
A general methodology to prepare size-tunable VesiGel platform directly from 
synthetically easily accessible homopolymers aqueous solution in the assistance of 
multivalent counter ions via salt-bridging mechanism has been developed.   This 
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method allows us to incorporate a variety of physical and chemical properties including: 
i) variable surface functionalities: ii) capability of simultaneous encapsulation of 
hydrophilics and hydrophobics; iii) engineerable corona and membrane; iv) redox-
modulated programmable host-guest property into a single VesiGel system. We 
envision that the simplicity and versatility of this method to prepare VeiGel with 
engineerable properties will profoundly facilitate and extend the applications of the 
vesicular nanostructures. 
5.4 Experimental 
All chemicals and solvents from commercial sources were used as received, 
unless otherwise mentioned. 1H-NMR spectra were taken on a 400 MHz Bruker NMR 
spectrometer using the residual solvent as the internal standard. Molecular weights and 
polydispersity index of the polymers were mearusred by gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) using DMF as eluent and PMMA as standard. UV-visible 
absorption spectra were recorded on a Varian (model EL 01125047) spectrophotometer.  
The fluorescence spectra were recorded on a JASCO FP-6500 spectrofluorimeter. 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using a JEOL 2000FX at 
200 KV. 



















Thiolatone acrylamide monomer was synthesized following the reported procedure.[1] 
Homocysteine thiolactone hydrochloric acid (45.6 mmol, 7.0 g) was dissolved in 100 
mL of 1,4-dioxane and H2O (1:1) mixture. Then 10 eq. of NaHCO3 was weighed to the 
mixture followed by the slow addition of acryloyl chloride under ice bath. The reaction 
mixture was concentrated and extracted with ethyl acetate and H2O after 12 hours. The 
crude product was obtained after drying the organic layer in anhydrous Na2SO4 
followed by rotovapping. The crude product was further purified by recrystallization in 
DCM. Yield: 6.4 g, 82%.  1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO) δ (ppm): 8.43-8.49 (NH), 6.05-
6.30 (2H), 5.60-5.72 (1H), 4.63-4.76 (1H), 3.26-3.50 (2H), 2.40-2.50 (1H), 2.0-
2.17(1H).   















1 2  
Thiolatoneacrylamide monomer, 1 (2.91 mmol, 500 mg), AIBN (0.0058 mmol, 0.954 
mg) and 2-(Dodecylthiocargonothioylthio)-2-methylpropionic acid (0.0388 mmol, 14.1 
mg)  were weighed into a glass vial and dissolved in 1 mL of DMF. The solution was 
freeze-pump-thaw for 3 times. The polymerization was carried out at 75 degree by 
immersing the glass vial in a preheated oil bath. The polymerization was then quenched 
by liquid nitrogen cooling after 4 hrs. The polymerization mixture was concentrated by 
rotovapping to remove majority of DMF. Then polymer was purified by precipitation in 
MeOH. The precipitate was redissolved in DCM and precipitated in MeOH for two 
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more times.  450 mg of pure polythiolactoneacrylamide, 2 was obtained after drying. 
Yield: 450 mg, 88%. GPC (DMF): 14.0 kDa, PDI: 1.26.   1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): 
δ (ppm): 6.98-7.70, 4.30-5.11, 3.11-3.52, 2.50-2.76, 2.0-2.50, 1.31-2.0, 1.0-1.29. 
 

















2 3  
100 mg of 2 (0.582 mmol repeat unit) with 10 eq. of aldithiol (1282.2 mg, 5.82 mmol) 
were dissolved in 1 mL of DMF. To the mixture 5 eq. of N-Boc ethylenediamine (466.2 
mg, 2.91 mmol) was added dropwise after being purged with argon for 20 minutes. The 
reaction stands overnight. The reaction was repeated to accomplish the full conversion 
if needed. The product, 3 was purified by dialysis against DCM/MeOH and 
concentrated. Yield: 198 mg, 72%. GPC (DMF): 29.0 kDa, PDI: 1.25.  1H NMR (400 
MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm): 8.26-8.51, 7.52-7.80, 6.96-7.24, 4.02-4.63, 2.50-3.74, 1.75-
2.46, 1.0-1.68. 
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170 mg of 3 was dissolved in 1 mL of DCM followed by the addition of 1 mL of TFA. 
DCM and TFA were removed after reaction for overnight. The concentrate was 
precipitated in cold diethylether. Then precipitate was rinse with diethylether for 3 more 
times to afford P1. Yield: 150 mg. 89%.  1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm): 8.29-
8.48, 7.78-7.96, 7.08-7.29, 4.11-4.69, 2.50-3.25, 1.75-2.48. 





















2 4  
100 mg of 2 (0.582 mmol repeat unit) with 10 eq. of aldithiol (1282.2 mg, 5.82 mmol) 
were dissolved in 1 mL of DMF. 5 eq. of B-Alanine t-butyl ester hydrochloric acid 
(528.6 mg, 2.91 mmol) with TEA (520 μL, 2.91 mmol) in 1 mL in MeOH was added 
after being purged with argon for 20 minutes. The reaction stands overnight. The 
reaction was repeated to accomplish the full conversion if needed. The reaction mixture 
was purified by dialysis against DCM/MeOH and concentrated to afford 4. Yield: 140 
mg, 54%.  GPC (DMF): 27.0 kDa, PDI: 1.33. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm): 
8.34-8.51, 7.59-7.87, 6.96-7.24, 4.19-4.78, 3.12-3.89, 2.68-3.06, 2.25-2.68, 1.25-1.58. 
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140 mg of 4 was dissolved in 1 mL of DCM followed by the addition of 1 mL of TFA. 
DCM and TFA were removed after reaction for overnight. The concentrate was 
precipitated in cold diethylether. Then precipitate was rinse with diethylether for 3 more 
times to afford P2.Yield: 122 mg, 99%. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm): 8.34-














 Synthesis of Boc protected lysinyl pyrene, 5.  
Boc protected lysine (582.9 mg, 1.106 mmol), EDC (212 mg, 1.106 mmol) and DMAP 
(22.5 mg, 0.184 mmol) were dissolved in dry 50 mL of DCM. After 20 minutes, amino 
pyrene (200 mg, 0.922 mmol) in 5 mL DCM was added to the mixture. The reaction 
was kept for overnight. The reaction mixture was extracted using DCM and H2O. The 
organic layer was collected and concentrated to obtain the crude product. The pure 
product, 5 was obtained after purification by flash chromatography. Yield: 180mg, 
36%, 1H NMR (400MHz, DMSO-d6): 10.31 (NH), 8.06-8.42 (9H), 7.15 (NH), 6.83 
(NH), 4.29 (1H), 2.96 (2H), 1.65-1.90 (2H), 1.45 (13H), 1.38 (9H). 13C NMR (100MHz, 
DMSO-d6): 172.83, 156.21, 156.09, 132.11, 131.98, 131.27, 130.94, 128.83, 127.71, 
127,48, 127.11, 126.88, 125.71, 125.42, 124.81, 124.31, 124.03, 122.93, 112.49, 79.88, 
79.64, 79.44, 78.62, 77.82, 55.38, 31.83, 29.82, 28.75, 23.58  FAB/MS: m/z 
546.29[M+H]+ (expected m/z 545.30) 















To 75 mg (0.138 mmol) of 5 in 1 mL of DCM solution, 1 mL of TFA was added. The 
reaction mixture was concentrated after 1 hour. The concentrated mixture was 
precipitated in cold diethylether for 3 times to afford the product.  Yield: 72 mg, 82%. 
1HNMR (400MHz, DMSO-6d): 8.05-8.45 (9H), 4.26 (1H), 2.84 (2H), 2.01 (2H), 1.49-
1.70 (4H). 13C NMR (400MHz, DMSO-6d): δ(ppm) 168.55, 158.33, 157.88, 130.80, 
130.40, 130.31, 128.87, 127.51, 127.22, 127.09, 126.63, 125.60, 125.24, 125.04, 
124,24, 123.76, 123.52, 122.06, 112.03, 79.43, 78.99, 78.55, 52.70, 30.80, 26.75, 21.50.  
ESI/MS: m/z 346.18 [M+H]+ (expected m/z 346.19) 
 Polymer stock solution preparation  
15mg of P1 or P2 was directly dissolved in 2 mL of milliQ water. To make P2 
dissolved, 1.5 eq. of NaOH was added to the solution. The obtained solution was then 
dialyzed against DI water using membrane with a MWCO of 3500 Da. The final 
concentration of solution was fixed to 5mg/mL by adding milli Q water.  
 Polymersome and VesiGel formation 
 Calculated amount of salt stock solution (100 mM) was added to 300 μL of milliQ 
water.  To the above slat solution, 200 μL of P1 stock solution was added to make final 
polymer solution with a concentration of 2 mg/mL.  For P2, 400 μL of salt solution was 
prepared and added with 100 μL of P2 stock solution giving the polymer solution with a 
concentration of 1 mg/mL.  The final polymer solutions were left for 3 hours to form 
polymersomes.  The VesiGels were obtained by cross-linking the polymersome solution 
through the addition of calculated amount of DTT.  The cross-linking reaction was 
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allowed to undergo for 4 hours. The VesiGel was then purified by dialysis against 
water. 
 Small guest molecules encapsulation 
For hydrophobic guest encapsulation, 1wt% of guest solution (1mg/mL) in acetone was 
added to the polymersome solutions followed by the addition of DTT. The unloaded 
guest molecule was removed by filtration using syringe filter with a pore size of 0.4 um. 
The hydrophilic guests were dissolved in the salt solution with a desired salt and guest 
concentration. To the solution, polymer stock solutions were added to form 
polymersomes which encapsulate the hydrophilic guest in situ. The free guest was 
removed by extensive dialysis against water after DTT crosslinking.   
 Myoglobin encapsulation 
600 μL of myoglobin stock solution in milliQ water (2mg/mL) was added with 25 μL of 
100 mM Na2HPO4 solution.  400 μL of P1 solution (5mg/mL) was added to myoglobin-
Na2HPO4 solution. 0.1 equivalent of DTT was added to the mixture after 2 hrs. The free 
myoblobin was removed 4 hrs later after the addition of DTT by dialysis against water 
using membrane with MWCO of 100 kDa. 
 FITC-BSA encapsulation 
To 1600 μL of FITC-BSA (2mg/mL) solution, 48 μL of 100 mM CaCl2 solution was 
added. Then, 400 μL of P2 stock solution (5mg/mL) was added to FITC-BSA solution 
followed by the addition of 0.1 eq of DTT after 2 hrs. The cross-linking reaction was 
kept for 4 hours. The free FITC-BSA was removed by extensively dialysis against water 
using membrane with MWCO of 300 kDa. 
 Lysozyme encapsulation 
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To 600 μL of lysozyme stock solution (5mg/mL), 20 μL of 100 mM  Na2HPO4 solution 
was added.  Then, 400 μL of P1 stock solution (5mg/mL) was added into lysozyme 
solution followed by the addition of 0.1 eq of DTT after 2 hrs. The cross-linking 
reaction was allowed to undergo for 4 hrs. The unloaded lysozyme was removed by 
extensively dialysis against water using membrane with MWCO of 100 kDa.  
 Trypsin digestion of free lysozyme  
Free lysozyme: 50 μL of 100 μM lysozyme solution was added to 50 μL of 50 mM Tris 
buffer (pH 8.0) with 1 mM of CaCl2 . Then 1 μL of 1 M DTT was added to lysozyme 
solution. The mixture was incubated for 2 hours at 37 oC. 10 μL of ACN was added to 
the mixture followed by heating at 55 oC for 15 min. After cooling to room temperature, 
to above solution 50 μL of 0.1 μg/μL trypsin stock solution was added. The mixture was 
incubated at at 37 oC for 18 hours before being submitted to MALDI.   
 Trypsin digestion of released lysozyme from VesiGel 
50 μL of lysozyme loaded VesiGel solution was added to 50 μL of 50 mM Tris buffer 
(pH 8.0) with 1 mM of CaCl2 . Then 1 μL of 1 M DTT was added to lysozyme solution. 
The mixture was incubated for 2 hours at 37 oC. 10 μL of ACN was added to the 
mixture followed by heating at 55 oC for 15 min. After cooling to room temperature, to 
above solution 50 μL of 0.1 μg/μL trypsin stock solution was added. The mixture was 
incubated at at 37 oC for 18 hours before being submitted to MALDI.   
 Trypsin digestion of lysozyme inside VesiGel 
50 μL of lysozyme loaded VesiGel solution was added to 50 μL of 50 mM Tris buffer 
(pH 8.0) with 1 mM of CaCl2. Without the addition of DDT solution, the mixture was 
directly incubated for 2 hours at 37 oC. 10 μL of ACN was added to the mixture 
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followed by heating at 55 oC for 15 min. After cooling to room temperature, to above 
solution 50 μL of 0.1 μg/μL trypsin stock solution was added. The mixture was 
incubated at at 37 oC for 18 hours before being submitted to MALDI.   
 VesiGel functionalization 
 Cationic VesiGel solution was added to 1 mL of DMSO solution. Then, the solution 
was adjusted to pH 9 by the addition of NaHCO3 solution. Then 0.2 equivalent of 
TRITC (to the amine) in DMSO was added to the nanoparticle solution. After 24 hours, 
0.2 equivalent thiol functionalized fluorescein solution in DMSO was also added to the 
reaction mixture. The reaction mixture was dialysis against MeOH using membrane 
with MWCO of 11000 Da.    
 PEGylation of cationic VesiGel 
To 500 μL of 2 mg/mL cationic VesiGel solution (0.0022 mmol repeat unit), 500 μL of 
DMSO was added with 0.95 μL of triethylamine (0.0066 mmol, 3 equivalents). 8.8 mg 
(0.0044 mmol, 2 equivalents) of PEG-NHS ester (Mn: 2000 Da) was dissolved in 500 
μL of DMSO and then added to the VesiGel solution. The reaction was allowed to go 
overnight. The free PEG was removed by dialysis against water.   
 PEGlation of anionic VesiGel 
To 2 mL of 1 mg/mL of anionic VesiGel solution (0.0054 mmol repeat unit), 2.07 mg 
EDC (0.0108 mmol, 2 equivalents) was added. Then, 6 mg (0.0108 mmol, 2 
equivalents) of PEG-NH2 (Mn: 550 Da) in 500 μL of water solution was added to 
VesiGel solution. The reaction was kept for 24 hrs. The free PEG was removed by 
dialysis against water. 
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 Quantification of the amount of amine on P1 and cationic VesiGel before and 
after PEGylation 
The amount of amine was quantified by fluorescamine assay following the reported 
procedure. 200 μL of P1 solution (5 mg/mL in water) was mixed with 300 μL of H2O 
and 1 mL of DMSO to make P1 stock solution with a concentration of 0.333 mg/mL in 
DMSO/water mixture (2:1).  To a 96 well plate, different volume of P1 stock solution 
was added to the well with 50 μL of fluorescamine (2.5 mg/mL in DMSO).  The final 
volume of solution in each well was adjusted to 200 μL by the addition of 
corresponding amount of DMSO. Each sample was repeated in triplicates. The mixture 
was allowed to stand for 2 hours at room temperature.  The fluorescence was record in 
SpectraMax M5 plate reader with 400 nm excitation filter and a 460 nm emission filter. 
The calibration curve can be achieved by ploting fluorescence intensity against number 
of moles of amine in P1.  The total amount of amine possessed by VesiGel is 
presumable to be the same as equal amount of P1.  Similarly, 50 μL of VesGel solutions 
before and after PEGylation (0.333mg/mL in 2:1 DMSO/water mixture) was added with 
with 50 μL of fluorescamine (2.5 mg/mL in DMSO) and 100  μL of DMSO. The 
mixture was submitted to fluorescence measurement after 2 hours. The amount of 
amine accessible for fluorescamine on VesiGel before and after PEGylation can be 





Figure 5.10. Salt concentration dependent assembly size of P1 in a variety of salt after 





Figure 5.11. Salt concentration dependant nanoassembly size of P2 in CaCl2 (left) and 
BaCl2 (right)after crosslinking 
 




















Figure 5.12. Fluorescence recovery from calcein-P1 complex  emission titrated by 
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Figure 5.13. Uv-Vis measurement of myoglobin encapsulated in VesiGel 
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
6.1 Summary of the Dissertation 
Expansion of our ability to achieve new nanogels using chemistry other than 
disulfide will significantly enhance the repertoire of these polymer nanogels in a variety 
of applications. In Chapter 2, a facile methodology to prepare water-dispersible 
nanogels based on pentafluorophenyl acrylate and polyethylene glycol methacrylate 
random copolymer and diamine cross-linkers has been developed. The cross-linking 
reaction was characterized by FTIR and 19F NMR. We show that those nanogels are (i) 
water-dispersible; (ii) can conveniently encapsulate lipophilic guest molecules; (iii) can 
be prepared with different nanosizes; and (iv) are engineered to allow for surface 
decoration with additional functional groups. 
Individually manipulating the interfacial and host-guest propertis of 
nanoassembly could find use in a variety of applications, including drug delivery and 
sensing. For example, considering the sequential variations of lower pH in the 
extracellular environments of tumors and higher GSH concentrations inside the cells, 
one could envision utilizing the design principles developed here for drug delivery.  In 
Chapter 3, a dual stimuli responsive nanogel−polyelectrolytecomplex based on 
electrostatic coating has been developed. The nanoassembly is designed to elicit two 
disparate responses (viz., surface property change and guest encapsulation stability) 
from two different stimuli (viz., pH and redox variations). The components of the 




In Chpater 4, a nanocomplex has been developed by coating amphiphilic diblock 
copolymer onto crosslinked inverse nanogel via hydrophobic interaction between them. 
The complex was shown to be able to coencapsulate the hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
cargo simultaneously. The nanocomplex is capable of responding to pH and redox 
stimuli to release its cargo independently.  
In Chapter 5, an ad hoc electrostatic self-assembly method has been developed 
to fabricate cross-linked vesicular nanostructure, named VesiGel, from readily available 
amphiphilic homopolymers that have an ionic head and a crosslinkable hydrophobic tail 
in repeat units. The essence of this method is utilizing electrostatic interaction between 
ionic head groups on polymers and a divalent counterion to temporarily perturb the 
packing parameter of a non-vesicle forming polymer in order to form a vesicular 
structure.  This counterion induced vesicular structure can be further retained by 
chemically crosslinking of hydrophobic tails, which allows for heavy and location-
selective post-engineering on corona and membrane without loss of morphology.  This 
new method addresses challenges faced in polymeric vesicle preparation and opens a 
robust but simple avenue to prepare polymer vesicle capturing followed desired 
characteristics:  i)  host-guest properties for small hydrophobic, hydrophilic guest and 
biomacromolecule encapsulation; ii) stimuli-triggered release of encapsulants; iii) 
location-selective post functionalization; iv) tunable particle size.     
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6.2 Future Directions 
6.2.1 Surface Functionalized Nanogel for Biomacromolecular Ligand Decoration  
On target delivery becomes first priorieties among delivery community because 
chemotherapies always have undesirable side effects. Polymeric nanogel is one of most 
promising on target delivery carrier for chemotherapy due to its feasibility for post-
functionalization. We have shown that decoration of small molecule ligands on our 
nanogel is very efficient even though the reactive moieties are always hydrophobic.  
Considering the specificity of recognition, conjugation of biomacromolecules like 
antibody and aptamer onto nanogel is also desirable. However, the conjugation 
efficiency of biomacromoelcules is low due to their hindrance. Hence, enhancement on 
conjugation efficiency will be one of priorities for our future research.  
We hypothesize that higher conjugation efficiency can be achieved by 
increasing the accessibility reactive functionalities to biomacromolecules.  To 
accomplish this, reactive groups for post-functionalization are placed on the hydrophilic 
oligoethylene glycol chain terminal instead of using hydrophobic pyridinyl disulfide 
groups. Compared with pyridinyl disulfide groups which reside in the core of nanogel, 
reactive oligoethylene glycol will be presenting on the corona of nanogel providing 
higher accessibility for conjugation.  
Two polymer precursors containing either epoxide or oxylamine are shown in 
Scheme 6.2. Since both epoxide and oxylamine were incorporated in the terminal of 
hydrophilic oligoethylene glycol methacrylate they will be presenting on the nanogel 
surface after nanogel formation.  Enhanced surface exposure of these functional gourps 





Scheme 6.1: Surface fucntionalizable nanogel  for antibody conjugation 
6.3 Summary 
We summarize the key points of our finding in each chapter and also present the 
ongoing project in this chapter.  We believe that the systems developed in this 
dissertation will profoundly expand our nanogel repertoire and allow us to use our 
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